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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Background and Problem Statement 

The analysis of many industrial systems is often approached through 

the use of a mathematical model. In this manner the components of the 

system are represented by a series of mathematical expressions. It is 

the intent of such a model to portray in some functional form, a measure 

of effectiveness for the system such as cost or profit. When the 

functional form is unknown or too complicated to be approached in this 

manner, a system will frequently lend itself to analysis through a 

simulation of the process. 

More often than not it is the objective of the analysis to seek from 

among the feasible alternatives that one which optimizes the measure of 

effectiveness. Thus, if cost is the measure of effectiveness, the dif-

ference between the current operating cost and the minimum cost achievable 

would represent potential savings. One means of revealing these savings is 

through the application of a standard search technique. These techniques 

involve the systematic selection of a number of alternatives, evaluating 

the response at each of these alternatives and, based upon the results, 

moving in a less costly direction for further analysis. Thus the objective 

in this case would be cost minimization. 

For example, an inventory system may have for its measure of effective-

ness the total system cost per year of operation. This cost would be a 

function of some set of decision variables, such as the reorder point and 

the order quantity, and a number of uncontrollable variables such as demand, 

order lead time, carrying cost, and the cost of a lost sale. The objective 
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would be to find a combination of the decision variables which would 

minimize the total system cost in light of the uncontrollable variables. 

Among these uncontrollable variables one will often find a number of random 

variables such as demand and order lead time. 

When the response is confounded by such random variation, the objec-

tive is to seek from among the feasible alternatives that one which 

minimizes the expected value of the measure of effectiveness. In this case 

multiple ranking procedures, as described by Kleijnen, Naylor and Seaks [8], 

may be used to select the best plan or operating ipolicy, but only when there 

are a small number of feasible alternatives from which to choose. When the 

number of feasible alternatives is large, and perhaps infinite, one must 

resort to one of the standard search techniques available. 

In the presence of random error, search techniques may encounter some 

difficulty, however. For instance, when the random variation is of the same 

order of magnitude as the change in response between successive points in 

the search, any true change in response may be masked. This can be especially 

critical when nearing the optimum of a convex function. As the optimum is 

approached, the slope of the function will tend to zero. Accordingly, any 

true changes in response will grow smaller and smaller, thus allowing the 

random error present to play a greater and greater role in determining the 

observed response. Misled by the overriding effect of the random error, 

search techniques may wander endlessly in search of the true optimum. 

At any point in the course of the search this uncertainty in the 

estimate of the measure of effectiveness can be reduced through replication. 

If the measure of effectiveness, say cost, must be estimated through 

simulation, replication would entail repetition of the simulation process 
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at the given point and the collection of each associated cost estimate. The 

arithmetic average of these cost estimates would possess a variance smaller 

than that of any single sample and would thus provide a better assessment 

of the expected cost at that point in the search. The variance of this 

"pooled" assessment of cost can be made as small as desired by increasing 

the number of replications. 

Thus, replication would appear to be a remedy to the difficulty 

encountered by search techniques when operating in the presence of random 

error. However, when the computational cost per replication is high, as is 

usually the case with simulation, the cost of a large number of replications 

at each point in the search may become prohibitive. At some stage in the 

search, the investment required to continue the search may easily exceed the 

savings which may result from further investigation. Termination of the 

search would be in order at this point. 

At each point in the search the cost of proceeding with the search 

should be compared with the expected savings to· be revealed by continuing. 

The cost of proceeding to the next point would simply be the cost per 

replication times the number of replications taken at that point. However, 

the corresponding change in system performance is not readily discernable 

since the measure of effectiveness at any point in the search is a random 

variable. Thus it would be difficult to make a direct comparison between 

any savings revealed and the cost of revealing those savings. Any observed 

change in system performance, and so the termination criterion just 

described, must therefore be viewed statistically. 

This problem is encountered by all standard search techniques when 

subjected to random error in the response. The approach to the problem 
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will vary depending upon the particular search technique employed. This 

research is devoted to the establishment of the statistical requirements 

of such a termination criterion for use with the search by sectioning. The 

results have been transcribed into a computerized package for use with any 

system model. This package permits an analysis of the theoretical results 

while at the same time providing a finished product for applying the theory 

to practical industrial studies. 

2. Literature Review 

Box [2] and Meyers [9] discuss the determination of optimum operating 

conditions where the data is derived from physical experimentation and 

thereby subject to random error. Two distinct situations are considered: 

l) the case in which the experimental region is in the general vicinity of 

the optimum, and 2) the actual optimum is remote from the experimental 

region. In the former case a second order response model is assumed and 

the location of the stationary point is determined. Canonical analysis 

is then employed to examine the nature of the stationary point. In the 

second case above, one must search for the region of optimum response. In 

doing so, a first order model is assumed in some restricted region of the 

variables. This information is used to locate a path of steepest descent 

(or ascent in the case of maximization). A series of experiments is then 

conducted along this path until no additional increase in response is 

evident. This process is repeated using a new region which appears to be 

promising. 

When the number of feasible alternatives is small, determination of 

the best operating policy may lend itself to multiple ranking procedures 
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as described by Kleijnen, Naylor and Seaks [8]. In this approach each 

alternative is sampled a perscribed number of times, yielding a set of 

sample means whose rank is correct within a specified degree of confidence. 

When the number of feasible alternatives is large, and perhaps infinite, one 

must resort to one of the standard search techniques available. The 

sectioning search, which is of present interest, was developed by Friedman 

and Savage and is described by Wilde and Beightler (14] for a response free 

of random error. This search is discussed in detail in Chapter II. Schmidt 

and Taylor [12] discuss the applicatio~ of this search procedure where the 

data is obtained through simulation as opposed to direct physical 

experimentation. At each point of the search, an attempt is made to reduce 

the random error in the observed response by replicating the simulation 

experiment. However, this may become prohibitively expensive if the cost 

per replication is significant. It is therefore suggested that such a 

procedure be terminated on the basis of cost .. Any such criteria, however, 

would be dependent upon the statistical requirements imposed by the user. 

Brooks [4] compares the performance of the steepest descent and sec-

tioning methods in the presence of random error. He concludes that for a 

fixed number of trials the method of steepest descent is slightly more 

effective than sectioning. Naylor (10] points out however that the method 

of steepest descent requires local exploration at each stage of the process. 

Since exploratory designs require many points, this could be a substantial 

expense. In addition an advantage of sectioning occurs when it is markedly 

easier to vary one factor at a time as opposed to varying several factors 

simultaneously. This is likely to be the case in physical experimentation. 
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Smith [13] examines the method of successive quadratic approximations 

with application to simulation experiments. Each new point in the search 

is defined by the optimum point of the quadratic approximation to the under-

lying relationship. Replication is employed at each point to mitigate the 

random error. Termination on the basis of cost is called for if the 

approximating equation fits the experimental data, and if a hyperplane 

fitted to the. data is 11 horizontal." Under these conditions the optimum 

of the approximating equation should lie near the true optimum. 



II. MODIFIED SECTIONING SEARCH 

In the traditional application of the search by sectioning, the 

solution space is assumed free of random error. That is, for any given 

configuration of the decision variables the response is uniquely determined. 

Even when the response is characterized by random error one may be able to 

obtain an analytical expression for the expected response. This measure 

too would then be predictable for each configuration of the decision 

variables. The sectioning search will first be described for this deter-

ministic mode of operation. With this for background the modifications for 

operating in the presence of random error will be discussed. As noted 

earlier this would be the case if the measure of effectiveness at each 

point of the search must be estimated through physical or simulated 

experimentation. 

1. Classical Sectioning Search 

In the search by sectioning, only one decision variable is altered at 

a time, all others remaining constant. Thus each leg of the search is 

parallel to one of the co-ordinate axes. Traditionally, a given variable 

is altered one step at a time using a fixed step increment specified by the 

analyst. As long as an increase or decrease in the given variable improves 

the measure of effectiveness, manipulation of that variable is continued 

in this fashion. When further alteration by the specified increment fails 

to further improve the measure of system performance, that variable is 

fixed and manipulation of the next decision variable is undertaken using a 

specified increment. When the search over the last decision variable is 

7 
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terminated, the search technique reverts once again to an examination of 

the first variable. Eventually a point will be reached where no variable 

can be increased or decreased by its specified increment to further improve 

the measure of effectiveness. The operating policy defined by this point 

is the best estimate thus far of the optimal policy. At this point one may 

elect to renew the search using a smaller step increment for each decision 

variable. 
Another alternative, which is less common and not addressed here, would 

be to maintain the search over a given variable using smaller and smaller 

step sizes until no further improvement could be achieved. Only then 

would the procedure move to the next variable where it would search in the 

same manner. When the search over the last decision variable is terminated, 

the search technique would once again revert to an exhaustive examination 

of the first variable. Eventually, a point would be reached where no 

variable could be increased or decreased by its smallest step increment to 

further improve the measure of effectiveness. 

The first and more traditional approach is described in detail below: 

Algorithm (minimization assumed) 

Let 

and 

y = f ( x1 , x2, ... , xn) 

X = [x1 , x2, •.. , xn] 

o = [o1, o2 , ••• , on] 

t::.X = [O, 0, ... , o;, ... , 0, O] 

Objective Function 

Decision Variable Vector 

Vector of Step Increments 

where i denotes the variable currently under study. 
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Initialize X. 

Initialize o. 

1 ) i = l 
k = 0 

2) Calculate X1 = X + 6X and determine f(X 1 ). If [f(X') ~ f(X)], 

go to 3). 

k = 0 

X = X' 

Go to 2). 

3) k = k + l 

4) Calculate X' = X - 6X and determine f(X'). If [f(X 1 ) > f(X)], 

go to 5). 

k = 0 

X = X' 

Go to 4). 

5) lt=k+l 

If (k = 2n) stop or restate o using smaller step increments and 

go to 1). 

i = i + l 

If (i > n), i = 1. 

Go to 2). 

In this manner the true optimum of a well-behaved convex function can 

be refined to any desired level of accuracy. One may choose to begin the 

search using relatively large step increments in order to rapidly locate 

the general region of the optimum. 
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This search procedure is highly efficient when the decision variables 

are noninteracting. That is, when the optimal setting of each variable is 

fixed and independent of all other variables. In this case the search could 

be viewed as N separate one-dimensional searches, where N is the number of 

variables. However, when the decision variables are interacting, such as 

the reorder point and order quantity in the inventory example, the optimal 

setting for one variable will depend upon the current value of the other. 

In this case the search will be forced to change direction many times before 

reaching the optimum. 

Such interaction may form a sharp ridge in the response surface. When 

the search reaches such a ridge lying oblique to the co-ordinate axes, no 

further improvement can be achieved by moving parallel to the co-ordinate 

axes. Thus the search would terminate prematurely, oblivious to any 

improvement lying along the ridge. The sectioning search is not reconunended 

if the presence of a sharp ridge is suspected. 

As an illustration of the utility of replication in mitigating random 

error in a search, the procedure just described is applied to find the 

minimum of the following mathematical function where random error has been 

introduced into the response. 

lo 000 2,000,000 x1 2,000 x1x2 
Y = X + 5,000 x2 + - + l X1 + 100 X2 x1 + 100 x2 

The minimum of this function lies at x1 = l, x2 = 2. The starting point 

selected is x1 = 5, X2 = 5. 

Decreasing step sizes of .5, .25, and .125 are successively employed. 

Figure 1 depicts the course of the search before the introduction of random 
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error into the response. The minimum is determined exactly in twenty-nine 

steps of the largest step size. No further improvement is possible with 

steps of smaller size. 

To introduce random error into the response, an additional term is 

added which is normally distributed over the range, (-2000,2000). The 

search is repeated taking two (2) replications per point. The arithmetic 

average of the two observations at each point is taken as the best measure 

of the true response at that point. As can be seen in Figure 2, the search 

terminates prematurely at x1, x2 =· (~,5) after only thirteen steps with the 

largest step size. No additional improvment is gained with the steps of 

smaller size. 

This same process is repeated, this time taking ten (10) replications 

per point. As can be seen in Figure 3, the search is more successful than 

before with termination at x1, x2 = (1 ,2.5) after twenty-seven steps. 

However, when the number of replications is increased to fifty (50), the 

minimum is determined exactly in a pattern identical to that in the deter-

ministic case. This is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Thus it would appear that increasing the number of replications per 

point certainty does remedy the difficulty imposed by random error in the 

response. However, when the cost per replication is high, as is usually the 

case with simulation, the cost of such a strategy may become prohibitive. 

At some stage in the search, the investment required to continue may exceed 

the savings which would result from further investigation. Termination of 

the search would be in order at this point. 
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2. Sectioning Search with Random Error 

The problems encountered by search techniques when operating in the 

presence of random error have been previously discussed. Replication was 

suggested as a means of reducing the random error in the estimate of the 

measure of effectiveness at any point in the search. If in the inventory 

example the time period of interest was one year, R replications would imply 

repetition of the one year of simulated time, R times. However, if the 

system achieves a steady-state condition very early in the year, R repli-

cations could be viewed as R consecutive years of simulated time. Each 

replication will yield an estimate of the total system cost for one year. 

The sample mean of these values is taken as the best estimate of the 

expected cost at that point in the search. 

With this in mind, the following notation will prove useful in describing 

the modifications: 

k = number of decision variables 

(x1i,x2i , ... ,xki) =vector denoting the values of the decision 

variables at the ith point in the search 

R. 
1 

= number of replications taken at the ith point in the search 

v. 
l 

= sample mean of the measure of effectiveness at the ith point 

s.2 = 
1 

sample variance of the measure of effectiveness at the ith 

point 

V0 =minimum value of Y1, 'f2, ... , VN where N is the number of 

points evaluated thus far in the search 

s02 = sample variance corresponding to Y0 
Ro = number of replications corresponding to Yo 
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(x 10 ,x20 ,. .. ,\0) =operating policy corresponding to y0 

CR = cost per replication at any point in the search 

sj =initial step increment for decision variable Xj' j = 1, k. 

To begin the search the analyst must specify the number of replications, 

R1 , to be taken at the first point, (x11 ,x21 , •.. ,xk1). The simulation is 
- 2 carried out and the sample mean and variance, Y1 and s1 , are computed. 

Since V1 is the minimum estimated value of the measure of effectiveness thus 

far, 

Yo = y l . 

s 2 = s 2 
0 l 

Ro = Rl 
and 

The number of replications taken at each point hereafter will be a function 

of the statistical criteria specified by the user and will be determined 

automatically by the search procedure. Chapter III is devoted to the 

discussion of this matter. 

Every step of the search will be taken from the current setting of 

(x10 ,x20 , ... ,xk0). The user must specify the initial step, sj' for each 

decision variable. Each time a given variable becomes the object of the 

search, the first step taken will always be defined by this increment. Thus 

the second point in the search would be (x10+s1 ,x20 ,x30 , ... ,xk0). The 

number of replications, R2, is determined by the search procedure and the 

required simulation is carried out at this point. 
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Otherwise these values remain unchanged. 

A straight line connecting (Y1,x11 ) with (Y2,x12 ) will provide an 

estimate of the relationship between V and x1 in the region of this first 

move. Let this be represented by V = a + bX1 where b and a are the slope 

and intercept, respectively, of the connecting straight line. At this stage 

it would be desirable if the procedure could define the next point in the 

search such that the expected savings to be revealed by moving to that 

point would at least offset the cost, R3CR, of evaluating that point. 

Therefore the search will attempt to define x13 such that 

Then 

or 

would be the estimated breakeven point. The next point in the search would 

therefore be (x13 ,x20 ,x30 , .•. ,xk0). If the simulation at this point yields 
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a lower average cost than the minimum to date, this point becomes the best 

estimate of the optimal policy thus far. 

As noted earlier, the measure of effectiveness at each point in the 

search is a random variable. Therefore any reduction in cost between two 

points must be examined statistically to determine if the difference is 

significant. This is accomplished via a statistical test of hypothesis 

regarding the difference in expected value between the two points. The 

details of this test are deferred to Chapter III. 

As long as the last point evaluated yields a significant reduction in 

cost, the search continues to define the next step in the manner above. 

That is, x1i = x10 - R~CR where b is the slope of the straight line 

approximating the relationship between V and x1 in the region defined by 

the previous step. If the test of hypothesis indicates that the cost of 

the last point evaluated is not significantly less than the indicated 

minimum thus far, the search over the first variable is terminated and 

manipulation of the second variable is begun. When the search over the kth 

decision variable is terminated, the search procedure reverts once again 

to manipulation of the first variable. The procedure continues in this 

manner until a point is reached where no variable can be altered in the 

above fashion to achieve a significant reduction in cost. This condition 

is indicated when k consecutive tests of hypothesis prove insignificant. 

At this point the current value of (x10 ,x20 , ... ,xk0) is taken as the best 

estimate of the optimal policy. 

As long as significant improvement is noted during the search over a 

particular variable, the manipulation of that variable is continued. As 

noted above, each step of this progression is defined in an attempt to 
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offset the cost, R;CR, of taking that step. In most cases the duration of 

the search can be greatly reduced by accelerating the step size during this 

period of improvement. That is, if the previous step revealed a significant 

improvement in the measure of effectiveness, the next point is defined in 

an attempt to reveal an improvement of at least mRi+lCR where m > 1 

(say m = 2). One possible mode of acceleration would be to let m = m+l in 

the succeeding steps as long as significant improvement is achieved. A more 

liberal approach would be to let m = 2m. 

3. Unit Step Recovery Option 

As noted in the last section, the search is halted when a point is 

reached where no variable can be altered in the above fashion to achieve a 

statistically significant improvement in the measure of effectiveness. If 

the analyst fears that an incorrect conclusion has been reached by the 

statistical test or that he has been victimized by an anomaly in the response 

surface, he may elect to risk another move in hopes of revealing significant 

improvement. Obviously, this move would have to take a different form 

from the procedure employed thus far. One such logical option would be 

to take a unit step in the last reported direction of the optimum. This 

step would ,be taken along a diagonal whose direction is defined by the 

last successful move along each co-ordinate axis. If significant improve-

ment is achieved by this move, the original sectioning procedure would 

again be resumed from that point. 



III. STATISTICAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE SEARCH PROCEDURE 

To proceed from one point to the next in the course of the search, 

the procedure must resolve two questions: 

1) What is the appropriate magnitude and direction of the next 

step? 

2) How many replications should be taken upon arriving at the new 

point? 

As described in Chapter II the answer to the first is totally dependent 

upon the second. That is, each step is defined in an attempt to offset the 

cost entailed by taking that step, where this expense is simply the cost 

per replication times the number of replications required at the new point. 

In this chapter two approaches to resolving the second question will be 

explored. With a means of determining the number of replications required 

at successive points in the search, the mechanics of the search procedure 

will be complete. 

As mentioned earlier, the measure of effectiveness at any point in the 

search is a random variable. The model selected for this study assumes that 

the measure of effectiveness at each point is normally distributed and that 

two adjacent points in the search possess the same, but unknown, variance. 

Let these adjacent points be the optimal policy thus far and the next point 

to be evaluated, hereafter denoted by i = 0 and i = l, respectively. The 

expected value, µi' at each of these points is unknown and is estimated by 

the sample mean, Yi. A test of hypothesis incorporating the two sample 

means is employed to assess the difference between the expected values. Two 

tests statistics of known distribution are considered. 

21 
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1. Test Statistic Normally Distributed 

The hypotheses under consideration are 

where hopefully under H1, µO - µl ~ d, a critical difference of concern. 

In determining if a significant reduction is achieved by the move, the 

decision maker employed is the test statistic, 

(3.1) 

which is t-distributed with (R0+R1-2) degrees of freedom (Hogg and Craig 

[6]). We seek to determine R1, the number of replications to be taken at 

the next point. At this stage it is assumed that s12 = s02. This reduces 

the above form to 

(3.2) 

For large samples this is approximately normally distributed with mean zero 

and variance one. With this assumption the posture of this statistic under 

the opposing hypotheses is now examined. 

Let a and e represent the probabilities of a Type I error and a Type II 

error, respectively. These values are specified by the user and represent 

the risks he is willing to take that an incorrect conclusion will be reached 

at some point in the search. 
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Given H0 true: 

If µl = µO then from (3.2) it follows that 

- N(O,l) 
(-1 + _1 ) s 2 
R0 R1 0 

and 

where kl-a is the tabulated value of a standard normal random variable at 

the subscripted level. 

Given H1 true: 

If µl = µ0 - d, then from (3.2) it follows that 

or 

- N{--d ___ ' 1) 
(-1 + _1) s 2 
R0 R1 0 

Therefore, 

and so 
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{3.3) 

Through algebraic manipulation we have 

{3.4) 

Up to now the critical difference, d, has not been defined in terms of 

this particular study. Remember that we are attempting to reveal a 

dif~erence in expected values of at least {R1CR) to offset the cost of 

evaluating the new point. Let this then be the critical difference we 

wish to detect. Thus 

{3.5) 

This expression must now be resolved for R1., For simplicity let 
2 2 w = s0 {k1_a+k1_8) . Then 

or 

Thus we have a cubic equation in R1. Simplifying further, let Q = -~ 
CR Ro and T = -w such that c 2 

R 
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R 3 + QR + T = 0 (3.6) 1 1 

where the equation is now in standard form for solution. Now consider the 

expression, 

According to Chrystal [5], the roots of the cubic are classified as follows: 

H > 0 + 1 Real Root and 2 Imaginary Roots 

H = 0 + 3 Real Roots (at least two of which are equal) 

H < 0 + 3 Real and Unequal Roots 

Now define 

If H > 0, then R1 = A+ B is the unique real root. 

If H = 0, then (R1)1 =A+ Band (R1)2 = _(A;B) are the two unique real 

roots. 

If H < 0, then we must resort to a trigometric solution as follows: 
l 

(R1)1 = -2p3 cos(~) 
1 

(Rl)2 = -2p3 cos(~·+ 2j) 
1 

(R1 )3 = -2p3 cos(~ + 4i) 
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are the three unique real roots where 
3 

p = (-Q)2 and cos(e) = T/27 
3 • 

2(-Q)2 

The smallest positive real root of the cubic equation is rounded 

upward to the nearest integer to arrive at the number of replications, R1, 

required at the next point. Thus the risks, a and s, specified by the 

user are never exceeded in the course of the search. 

2. Test Statistic t-Distributed 

In the previous section the statistic, (3.1), employed in the test 

of hypothesis was assumed to be distributed as a standard normal random 

variate. This would be the case if a large number of replications were 

taken at each point of the search. Obviously, this may not always be 

true. The determination of R1 will now be pursued with no assumption as 

to its magnitude. The fact that the statistic is always t-distributed is 

sustained. 

The hypotheses under consideration are the same as before. Once 

again it is assumed at this stage that s12 = s02. In the reduced form of 

(3.2) we have 

<Vo-Vl) - {µ0-µ1) 

(-1 t _l) s 2 
R0 R1 0 

(3.7) 

where r = R1 + R2 - 2. As before, the posture of this statistic under 

the opposing hypotheses is now examined. 



Given Ha true: 

and 

- t r 

Given H1 true: 

or 

If µl = µa - d then 

(Ya-V1) - d 

(-1 + _l ) s 2 
Ra R1 a 

- t r 

- ... ( 0) "r . 
(-1 + _1 ) s 2 
R0 R1 0 
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where the last expression is distributed as the non-central tr with 

non-centrality parameter, o. In this case 

d 0 =----
1 l 

a (R +R ) 
a 1 

h 2 . th b k . w ere a 1s e common, ut un nown, variance. 
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For a given a-level, the beta error associated with the critical difference, 

d, can be approximated as 
z2 

s = J -1- e -2 dz 
-a> 12"; 

'¥ = -

(3.8) 

This is known as the normal approximation of beta. The development and 

accuracy of this approximation are discussed in Appendix I. 

From (3.8) it is evident that ks = '¥. Letting d = R1cR as before and 

approximating cr via s0, we have 

(3.9) 

where tr,(l-a) is itself a function of R0 and R1. This expression can be 

solved numerically for R1. The value chosen is the smallest positive 

integer such that the s-level specified by the user is not exceeded. 

In determining the number of replications, R1, to be taken on the 

next step from the current optimum, the statistical model employed assumes 
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that the measure of effectiveness at both these points possesses the 

same, but unknown, variance. Once R1 is determined, the step-size is 

computed, and the search proceeds to the next point where the required 

simulation is carried out. At this stage it may be discovered through an 

appropriate test of hypotheses employing s02 and s12 that the true 

variances at these two points are significantly different. In this event 

an alternative test statistic, assuming no equality of variances, is 

employed to test for a significant reduction in the measure of effective-

ness as a result of the move. Ostel [11] suggests a reasonably good 

approximate procedure whereby one computes the statistic 

t' = 

and rejects Ha if 

where 

t' > 

s 2 
w = _Q_ 
0 Ra 

s 2 w - 1 
1 - R.J 

t - t 1 - (R1-l),(l-a) 
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Chapter II presented a detailed flow scheme for the search by 

sectioning where the response is confounded by random error. However, 

no specifications were made concerning the test statistic to be employed 

or the procedure for determining the number of replications required at 

successive points in the search. These two items have formed the basis 

for the current chapter. It has been shown in this chapter that the 

number of replications required at successive points in the search is a 

function of the test statistic employed. Two test statistics, normally 

and t-distributed, have been examined. With the first statistic, it has 

been shown that the required number of replications can be determined in 

closed mathematical form. In the latter case, the number of replications 

must be determined implicitly. 

The mechanics of the search procedure are now complete. In the next 

chapter, the performance of the procedure is examined through application 

to a variety of test functions. 



IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The theory developed in the previous chapters has been transcribed 

into a computerized package consisting of two separate modules. As 

noted earlier, the modified sectioning search utilizes a selected test 

statistic to assess each change in system performance, The first module 

of programs is designed to conduct the search assuming a normally 

distributed test statistic. The second module assumes, perhaps more 

realistically, that the test statistic is t-distributed. These two 

approaches were developed in the previous chapter. Five test functions 

were employed to examine the performance of the search under each 

assumption: 

1) Elliptic Paraboloid - No Interaction 

(constant variance) 

2) Elliptic Paraboloid - With Interaction 

(constant variance) 

3) Inventory System 

(constant variance) 

4) Rosenbrock's Function 

(constant variance) 

5) Elliptic Paraboloid - No Interaction 

(variance as a function of expected value) 

The first two functions were chosen because they represent well-

behaved response surfaces with known minima. In the first case there is 

no interaction among the independent (decision) variables. Thus any 

sectioning search could be viewed as N separate one-dimensional 
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searches where N is the number of decision variables. However, in the 

second case the optimal setting for one variable will depend upon the 

current values of the other variables. In this case the search will be 

forced to change direction many times before reaching the optimum. Since 

the search technique and termination criteria explored in this research 

is intended for use where the response is evaluated through simulation, 

the third function selected is an inventory system where the response is 

obtained through simulation as opposed to the evaluation of a mathematical 

function. Rosenbrock 1 s function was chosen as the fourth test function 

because of its standard use in the evaluation and comparison of various 

search techniques. It is particularly difficult to optimize as the result 

of a steep curved valley in the region of the optimum. 

In many systems the random error in the measure of effectiveness is 

a function of the expected value of the response. To view the behavior 

of the search procedure in such a case, the random error introduced into 

the first quadratic surface above is forced to vary in this manner to 

provide our fifth test function. 

These five functions are employed to evaluate the performance of the 

search with each of the alternative test statistics. A study is also 

made of the effectiveness of the unit step recovery option. The sensi-

tivity of the search procedure to a and e requirements under each test 

statistic is also examined. Case studies are presented below followed 

by conclusions and recommendations. 
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1. Employment of the Test Functions 

a) Elliptic Paraboloid - No Interaction 

(constant variance) 

The measure of system performance is expressed as 

where r is a random variable distributed as N(0,16) over the entire 

surface. The unique minimum expected value is 

E(Y) = 40 

at x1 = B 

x = 8 2 

The parameters of the search are 

a = . 01 

8 = .01 

CR = .50 

e: 1 = 1.0 

e:2 = 1 . 0 

Rl = 100 

using the notation developed in Chapter II. In addition let Ym represent 

the minimum average observed response. The starting point for each case 

study is 

X1 = 26 

x - 26 2 -
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where 

E(Y) = 1336 . 

The results are shown in Table I for both test statistics, with and without 

the unit step recovery option. Comparisons and conclusions are included 

in the sections which follow. 

b) Elliptic Paraboloid - With Interaction 

(constant variance) 

The quadratic surface of the previous example has been rotated 45° 

to force interaction between the decision variables. In this case the 

function would appear as 

where r is a random variable distributed as N(0,16) as before. Here again 

the unique minimum expected value is 

E(Y) = 40 

at x1 = 8 

X2 = 8 

All parameters of the search are the same as before. The starting point 

is again 

where now 

x - 26 l -

x2 = 26 

E(Y) = 688 . 



TABLE I. Minimization of Elliptic Paraboloid - No Interaction 

Standard Termination Termination with Unit Ste~ Recover~ 
Z-Test Statistic t-Test Statistic Z-Test Statistic _t-Test Statistic 

ym 75.6 264.7 41.4 43.0 

X1 11. 39 16.63 7.54 7.80 

X2 8.22 8.27 7.52 6 .15 

Points Evaluated 129 91 136 118 

Average Number of 
Observations per Point 14.2 14.8 14.2 14.8 

w 
Gross Improvement 1260 1071 1295 1293 (J"1 

Cost of Improvement 916 673 966 873 

Net Savings 344 398 - - 329 420 
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The results appear in Table II, Once again comparisons and conclusions 

are deferred until the latter sections of this chapter. 

c) Inventory System 

(constant variance) 

The operation simulated in this example involves the purchase for 

resale of a single product. The objective is to minimize the expected 

annual cost of operating the system, given that demand is Poisson distri-

buted with a mean of twenty-five (25} units per month. The decision 

variables are the reorder point, x1, and the reorder quantity, x2. 

Stockouts result in lost sales. Pertinent costs include: 

Carrying Cost - $ 50.00/item/year 

Ordering Cost $300.00 

Lost Sale Cost - $ 70.00 each 

The true minimum expected total cost for one year, E(Ym}, is $3158.60 at 

X1 = 4 

x2 = 61 

The search is initiated at 

where 

x = 50 1 
x2 = 100 

E(Y) = $6009 . 

The parameters of the search are 



TABLE II. Minimization of Elliptic Paraboloid - With Interaction 

Standard Termination Termination with Unit Ste~ Recover~ 
Z-Test Statistic t-Test Statistic Z-Test Statistic t-Test Statistic 

Ym 92.8 70.2 39.4 37.9 

X1 13.84 12.50 8.35 8.20 

x2 11. 29 9.96 8.88 8.51 

Points Evaluated 68 71 81 79 

Average Number of 
Observations per Point 14. l 14.8 14.3 14 .8 

w ......, 
Gross Improvement 595 618 649 650 

Cost of Improvement 479 525 579 585 

Net Savings 116 93 70 65 



a = .05 

s = .05 

CR = .75 

e:l = 5 

e:2 = 5 

R1 = 40 

Re~ults are displayed in Table III. 

d) Rosenbrock's Function 

(constant variance) 
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The objective in this case is to find the minimum value of E(Y) 

where 
2 2 

Y = 100(X2-x12) + (l-X1) + r 

where r is a random variable distributed as N(0,16) over the entire 

surface. This function has a true minimum expected value of 

at 

E(Y) = 0 

x, = l 
X2 = l 

. The parameters of the search are 

a = .01 

s = . 01 

c = R .50 

e: l = . l 

e:2 = . l 
Rl = 75 



TABLE III. Minimization of Inventory System Cost 

Standard Termination Termination with Unit SteQ Recover~ 
Z-Test Statistic t-Test Statistic Z-Test Statistic t-Test Statistic 

Ym 4759 4758 4759 4758 

Xl 36 35 36 35 

X2 51 51 51 51 

Points Evaluated 16 16 17 17 

Average Number of 
Observations per Point 88.3 88.3 88.3 88.4 

w 
Gross Improvement 1250 1251 1250 1251 l.O 

Cost of Improvement 1060 1060 1126 1127 

Net Savings 190 191 124 124 



The starting point was 

where 

x1 = -1.20 

x2 = +l .00 

E(Y) = 24.20 . 

The results are depicted in Table IV; 
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e) Elliptic Paraboloid - No Interaction 

(variance as a function of expected value) 

The first test function has been modified to permit the degree of 

random error to vary as a function of the expected value of the response. 

The underlying response surface is once again 

The measure of effectiveness for the search procedure is taken as 

y• = y + r 

with r distributed as N(O,v) where v = 9 + .095Y. 

Thus we have a minimization problem where the degree of random error 

decreases as we approach the optimum. The cost of the search per point 

should therefore decrease, on the average, as the search progresses since 

fewer replications would be required to meet the requirements of the 

statistical tests. This pattern is clearly revealed in Figure 5 where 

the number of replications per point has been plotted throughout the 

course of the search. All parameters of the search are the same as 

before. Termination of the search revealed the following results. 



TABLE IV. Minimization of Rosenbrock's Function 

Standard Termination Termination with Unit SteE Recover~ 
Z-Test Statistic t-Test Statistic Z-Test Statistic t-Test Statistic 

Ym 4.88 4.37 -~.88 4.37 

Xl -1.06 -1 .05 -1 .06 -1 .05 

X2 1.00 l.10 1.00 1.10 

Points Evaluated 6 6 7 7 

Average Number of 
Observations per Point 12. 2 13. 2 12 .1 13.0 

.,t>. _, 
Gross Improvement 19.3 19.8 19.3 19 .8 

Cost of Improvement 36.6 39.6 42.3 45.5 

Net Savings -17. 3 -19.8 -23.0 -25. 7 



Figure 5. Number of Replications per Point with 
Decreasing Random Error in the Response 
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Ym = 42.4 

x1 = 8.02 

x2 = 7.98 

Points Evaluated = 100 

Gross Improvement = 1294 

Cost of Improvement = 1123 

Net Savings = 171 

2. Analysis of Unit Step Recovery Option 

As described in Chapter II, an option has been added to the search 

routine whereby upon normal termination one may elect to invest in another 

move in hopes of revealing significant improvement. This would be 

appropriate if the analyst fears that an incorrect conclusion has been 

reached by the statistical test or that he has been victimized by an 

anomaly in the response surface. The procedure involves the taking of 

a unit step in the last reported direction of the optimum upon normal 

termination (see Chapter II~. If significant improvement is achieved by 

this move, the original sectioning procedure is again resumed. 

This option has been evaluated with all four test functions under 

both assumed test statistics--normal and t. This option is compared with 

the standard termination procedure in the following ways: 

l) Ability to Define the True Optimum (Gross Savings) 

2) Greatest Net Improvement (Gross Savings minus Cost of Search) 

The results are compared in Table V. 



TABLE V. Comparison of Unit Step Recovery Option 
with Standard Termination Procedure 

Employing Normal Test Statistic 
Standard Unit Step 

Termination Recovery 

Employing t Test Statistic 
Standard Unit Step 

Termination Recovery 

(Gross Savings) 

Elliptic Paraboloid - No Interaction 
Elliptic Paraboloid - With Interaction 
Inventory System 
Rosenbrock's Function 

Elliptic Paraboloid - No Interaction 
Elliptic Paraboloid - With Interaction 
Inventory System 
Rosenbrock's Function 

1260 
595 

1250 
19. 3 

344 
116 
190 
-17.3 

1295 1071 
649 618 

1250 1251 
1.9.3 19 .8 

(Gross Savings minus Cost of Search) 

329 
70 

124 
-23.0 

398 
93 

191 
-19.8 

1293 
650 

1251 
19.8 

420 
65 

124 
-25.7 

.i:=. 

.i:=. 
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The details of each case study were reported in the ·previous section. 

A tie represents the case where the first attempt at unit step recovery 

was unsuccessful and the search was thus halted. It can be seen that 

in every case the unit step recovery option did as well or better than 

the standard termination procedure in defining the true optimum. However, 

in every case but one, the additional cost incurred with the unit step 

recovery option exceeded the additional improvement revealed . 

• 
3. Comparison of Test Statistics 

As noted in Chapter III, the number of replications required at each 

point of the search can be solved in closed form when the normally distri-

buted test statistic is assumed. Under the assumption of the t-statistic 

the number of replications must be solved implicitly via numerical 

iteration. For each of the five test functions just discussed, a 

comparison was made of the number of replications required per point 

under the opposing test statistics. The a and B specifications were 

purposely chosen very small, .01 respectively, since any divergence in 

results would be greatest under such extreme conditions. The results 

appear in Table VI. 

As may be noted, there appears to be little difference between the 

number of replications required per point under the differing assumptions. 

Noteworthy is the fact that the average number of replications compare 

so closely even for small samples and small values of a and a, conditions 

under which any difference would be magnified. Based upon the similarity 

of results, one may be inclined to select the normally distributed test 

statistic for use in determining the required number of replications 



TABLE VI. Comparison of Test Statistics 

Elliptic Paraboloid - No Interaction 
(constant variance) 

Elliptic Paraboloid - With Interaction 
(constant variance) 

Inventory System 
(constant variance) 

Rosenbrock's Function 
(constant variance) 

Elliptic Paraboloid - No Interaction 
(variance as a function of expected value) 

*Average over the portion of the surface common 
to both searches 

Average Number of Replications/Point 
With Z Test Statistic With t-Test Statistic 

14.2 14.8 

14. l 14.8 

110 .2 101. 5 

12.2 13. 2 

23.6* 23.8* 

~ 
O'I 
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since, as noted above, this statistic affords the greatest simplicity 

in use. 

4. Sensitivity to a, a Requirements 

The sensitivity of the search procedure to a and a specifications 

has also been examined. The forty-eight case studies contained in 

Table VII depict this sensitivity as a function of simultaneous and equal 

changes in a and s as well as combinations thereof. Net savings was 

selected as the measure of performance since this is what the search is 

designed to maximize. In each case the test statistic is assumed to be 

normally distributed. 

From the table it may be noted that net savings increase monotonically 

as a and a are increased--up to a point--with each of the test functions. 

In every case a more effective search is realized as a and a are increased 

in equal increments from .01 to the .25 or .30 level. Beyond that region, 

however, the pattern becomes somewhat erratic with net savings sometimes 

decreasing and sometimes increasing as a and B are further incremented. 

As the a and B constraints are loosened, fewer replications are required 

on the average to meet the statistical requirements; hence, a cheaper 

search. However, beyond the .25 to .30 region, Type I and Type II 

errors begin to take their toll with premature termination or costly 

overruns quite common. 

It may also be seen that a low a-level combined with a high a-level 

provides for a more effective search in general than the reverse si4uation. 

That is, relaxation of the a-constraint yields significantly better 

results than relaxation of the a-constraint. Since ~ and a are 



TABLE VI I. Sensitivity of the Search Procedure to a, s Requirements 

NET SAVINGS 
(Gross Improvement - Cost of Search) 

a = .01 .05 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .01 .20 .05 .10 
s = . 01 .05 . 15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .20 .01 . l 0 .05 

Elliptic Paraboloid 344 ' 529 615 827 991 969 995 1084 749 365 696 547 

Elliptic Paraboloid 116 168 232 274 327 357 402 438 241 136 166 124 

Inventory System 122 190 619 691 752 1402 202 259 426 356 28 28 

Rosenbrock's Function -17.3 -14.8 -9.0 3.8 4.2 3.7 -2.8 6.9 -4.2 -16.2 -14.5 -14.5 

+>-co 
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symmetrical to one another in the mathematical expression for determining 

the number of replications required, the difference in net savings 

could not arise from a significant difference in the average number of 

replications required. An actual comparison of results revealed the 

average number of replications to be essentially the same in each case. 

This diversity in net savings may be explained by noting the 

differing effects of the Type I error and the Type II error upon the 

search pattern. As the s-constraint is relaxed, the probability of 

rejecting a truly significant improvement in the course of the search 

is increased. However, such an error does relatively little harm since 

the search procedure merely halts the search over the given variable and 

switches to the next variable, resuming the search from the same point 

on the response surface. However, as the a-constraint is relaxed the 

probability of accepting insignificant improvement as significant is 

increased, and the search may continue on for one or more steps before 

sensing such an error. This consumes additional replications needlessly 

and places the search off course in its search for the optimum. 



V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

A promising area for further research would be the examination of 

acceleration techniques designed to reduce the number of steps required 

by the search procedure just described. For instance, if a given step 

calculated to yield significant improvement of at least RiCR is indeed 

successful, the next step could be taken in an attempt to reveal an 

improvement of at least mRi+lCR where m > l (say m = 2). One possible 

mode of acceleration would be to let m = m + l in succeeding steps as 

long as significant improvement is achieved. A more liberal approach 

would be to let m = 2m. 

If successful, an acceleration scheme of this type could signifi-

cantly shorten the course of the search and therefore greatly reduce the 

associated cost. The savings could be especially large if the search 

happens to begin far from the region of the optimum. The acceleration 

mode could be used to rapidly locate the region of the optimum where more 

refined steps could then be employed. However, if the acceleration mode 

selected is too liberal or the response surface is very sensitive, such 

a scheme could result in gross overshooting of the optimum, resulting in 

wasted effort and increased costs. 

Such acceleration procedures are reminiscent of another search 

technique called the pattern search, developed by Hookes and Jeeves. The 

pattern search is based upon the hopeful conjecture that any adjustments 

of the decision variables which have improved the measure of effectiveness 

during early experiments will be worth trying again. The technique 

begins from the starting point by moving in small steps. The steps grow 

with repeated success. Failure with any step length indicates that 
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shorter steps are in order. If a change in direction is required, the 

technique will begin over again with a new pattern. The method is a 

ridge following technique and a pattern of moves can succeed only if it 

lies along a straight ridge. In the area of the optimum, the steps 

become very small to avoid overlooking any promising direction. An 

excellent mathematical discussion of this technique can be found in 

Wilde and Beightler [14]. 

Perhaps the same research which has been conducted for the sectioning 

search in this thesis could be logically extended to the pattern search 

and/or other standard search procedures. As noted earlier, Smith [13] 

has examined the method of successive quadratic approximations with 

application to simulation experiments. 

As mentioned in Chapter II, the statistical model utilized in this 

study assumes that the measure of effectiveness at each point in the 

search is normally distributed. A given situation may however dictate 

the use of some alternative statistical model. For instance, the amount 

of recoverable oil reserves in a given drilling tract is log-normally 

distributed. This variable is a function of certain decision variables, 

such as well spacing and withdrawal rates, and a number of uncontrollable 

random variables such as porosity~ hydrocarbon saturation, reservoir 

thickness and area, and shrinkage. The objective would be to find that 

combination of the decision variables which would maximize the amount 

recoverable, in light of the uncontrollable variables. A variety of 

reservoir simulation models are currently available which allow 

definition of the response for a given set of the variables. Thus, a 
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study based upon a log-normal statistical'model for the random error in 

the response would appear to be a logical extension of the findings 

presented in this thesis. 
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The statistic 
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Yo - yl 
------------- , has been used 

{R0-1)s02 +{R1-1)s12 
{R0+R1-2) 

for a test of the hypothesis of the equality of two means where there is 

a common, but unknown, variance {Hogg and Craig [6]). Under the null 

hypothesis this statistic is distributed as the central t with 

r = {R0+R1-2) degrees of freedom. Under the unilateral alternative 

hypothesis, µl > µ2, it is distributed as the non-central t with non-

centrality parameter, 

d 

a /(-1 + _l ) v Ro Rl 

where d is the critical difference. For a given alpha-level, the beta 

error associated with detecting this critical difference can be expressed 

as 

Yo - yl (0) 
------------ < tl -a I µl = µo - d] 

{Ro-l)So2 + (Rl-l)sl 2 
l l (-+-) . 

Ro Rl (R0+R1-2) 

This expression can be rewritten as 

2 2 
f3 - Pr[ (-Y -y ) t(O) (-1 + _l ) . (Ro-1 )So + (Rl -ns, - o- l - 1-N "' Ro R1 (Ro+R,-2) 

The statistic to the left of the inequality will be approximately nor-

mally distributed for quite small values of r with 
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mean = d - t '~ 1-a ~RQ T Rl 
and 

variance 

Therefore we may express beta as 

or 

In-- ta 
~~+ R1 

B = ~( 2 l ) 
t -

(1 + ~)2 2r 

This constitutes the normal approximation of beta [7]. 

References [l] and [10] contain tables giving the sample size 

required for given values of a, a, and d for the test of hypothesis 

stated above. Using the normal approximation of a, the required sample 

size was determined implicitly for a wide variety of a, a, and d values. 

Particular emphasis was placed on those combinations which, according 

to the tables, required only very small sample sizes. In all cases, 

the sample size deemed necessary by the normal approximation agreed to 

the nearest integer with the tabulated values. 
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The theory pursued in this thesis has been transcribed into a 

computerized package consisting of two separate modules. As noted earlier 

the search procedure utilizes a selected test statistic to assess each 

change in system performance. The first module of programs is designed 

to conduct the search assuming a normally distributed test statistic. 

The second module employs a test statistic which is t-distributed. These 

two approaches were developed in Chapter III and were tested in a variety 

of ways in Chapter, IV by means of these two modules. 

The programming language employed was FORTRAN IV (G Level). The 

input formats are outlined below: 

Module I (employing Normal test statistic) 

Format 

CARD l 

- Case Description 20A4 

CARD 2 

- Case Description (continued) 20A4 

CARD 3 

- Number of Decision Variables, N ~ 8 

- Number of Replications to be Taken at 
Starting Point 

3110 
(Entries Right-Justified) 

- Random Number Seed 

CARD 4 

- Starting Point for Decision Variable l 
. . . 

- Starting Point for Decision Variable j 8Fl0.0 
. . 

- Starting Point for Decision Variable N 
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CARD 5 

- First Step for Decision Variable l 
. . 

- First Step for Decision Variable j 8Fl0.0 
. . . 

- First Step for Decision Variable N 

CARD 6 

- Tabulated Standard Normal Value for a-Level 

- Tabulated Standard Normal Value for a-Level 3Fl 0. 0 

- Computational Cost per Replication 
(Same Units as Measure of Effectiveness) 

Module II (employing t test statistic) 

CARD l 

- Case Description 

CARD 2 

- Case Description (continued) 

CARD 3 

- Number of Decision Variables, N 

- Number of Replications to be Taken at 
Starting Point 

- Random Number Seed 

CARD 4 

- Starting Point for Decision Variable 1 
. . 

- Starting Point for Decision Variable j 

. . 
- Starting Point for Decision Variable N 

(N ~ 8) 

Format 

20A4 

20A4 

3110 
(Entries Right-Justified) 

8Fl0.0 
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CARD 5 

- First Step for Decision Variable 1 
. . 

- First Step for Decision Variable j 

. 
- First Step for Decision Variable N 

CARD 6 

- Tabulated Standard Normal Value for e-Level 

- Computational Cost per Replication 

CARD 7 

- Tabulated t-values for a-Level 
(Degrees of Freedom= 1-10} 

CARD 8 

- Tabulated t-values for a-Level (continued) 
(Degrees of Freedom = 11-15,20,23,30,40,60) 

CARD 9 

- Tabulated t-values for a-Level {continued) 
(Degrees of Freedom = 120) 

8Fl0.0 

10X,2Fl0.0 

1 OF8.0 

1 OF8.0 

FB.O 
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As noted earlier, the computerized package is divided into two 

separate and independent modules: 

Module I - Test Statistic Normally Distributed 

Module II - Test Statistic t-Distributed 

As one may expect, there are a number of routines conunon to both. To 

avoid duplication, the listings of these routines have been included only 

once. 



c ************************•••·································~········* c 
C MODULE I -- TEST STATISTIC NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED c c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C MAIN PROGRAM FOR CONDUCTING A SECTIONING SEARCH WHERE THE 
C SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AT EACH POINT IN THE SEARCH MUST 
C BE EVALUATED THROUGH SIMULATION c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C MX---NUMBER OF DECISION VARIABLES 
C NREPOO--·NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS AT STARTING POINT 
C IP---NUMBER OF POINT BEING EVALUATED 
C IACC---ACCELERATION STEP SELECTOR 
C J•-NUMBER OF THE DECISI~N VARIABLE BEING SEARCHED 
C RF<J>---VALUE OF (J)TH OECISION VARIABLE AT STARTING POINT 
C ANO AT POINT BEING EVALUATED 
C FSTEP<J>·--USER SPECIFIED FIRST STEP FROM STARTING POINT 
C FOR (J)TH DECISION VARIABLE 
C SAVE<J>---VALUE Of <J>TH DECISION VARIABLE AT LAST MINIMUM POINT 
C YBARMN--SAMPLE MEAN OF MEASURE OF EFF~CTIVENESS AT LAST MINIMUM 
C SVARMN--SAMPLE VARIANCE OF MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS AT LAST MINIMUM 
C NREPMN--NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS TAKEN AT LAST MINIMUM 
C YBARL---SAMPLE MEAN OF MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS AT 
C LAST POINT EVALUATED 
C SVARL---SAMPLE VARIANCE OF MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS AT 
C LAST POINT EVALUATED 
C NREPL•--NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS TAKEN AT LAST POINT EVALUATED 
C NSIG---POINTER DENOTING RESULT OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST 
C ( 0 !~PLIES NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE> 
C ( 1 IMPLIES SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE> 
C NZ--NUMBER OF INSIGNIFICANT Z-TESTS 
C CR---COST PER REPLICATION 
C KACCEL=--ACCELERATION STEP MULTIPLIER 

, C NOKAY---POINTER DENOTING IF NUM~ER OF REPLICATIONS DETERMINED 
C FOR NEXT POINT IS INFEASIBLE 
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C <O , l> IMPLIES <NO • YES> RESPECTIVELY 
c ********~************************~*************~*************~*******~ 

DOUBLE PRECISION BSL,SAVE,RF,YBARMNtYBARL,STEP 
COMMON/BLKA/RF<20),FSTEP<20)tSAVE<20> t~iXtNREPOOtIP,IACC 
COMMON/8LKB/WIDTH,rx.IXSAVEtZALPHAtZBETAtCRtCASENM(40),0TCOST 

c ********************************************************************** 
C READ CASE INPUT DATA 
c ********************************************************************** 

1000 CALL INPUT 
ICNT = O 
WRITE<6tl01> 

c ********************************************************************** 
C SIMULATE AT USER SPECIFIED STARTING POINT 
c ******~*************************************************************** 

NREPMN = NREPOO 
DG 6 II = ltMX 

6 SAVE<II> = RF<II> 
IP = l 
CALL DRIVER<NREPMN,YBARMNtSVARMN> 
CALL OUTPUT<YBARMNtSVARMN,NREPMNtICNT> 
J = l 
NZ = O 

c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 

TAKE USER SPECIFIED STEP FROM MINIMUM POINT TO ESTIMATE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COST AND DECISION VARIABLE UNDER STUDY 

********************************************************************** 
33 lt\ACCEL = l 

CALL DETREP<SVARMN,NREPMNtNREPN9NOKAY) 
IF( NOKAYGEQoO ) GO TO 1000 
IF <NREPN~LTo?.> NREPN = 2 
STEP = FSTEP(J) 
!XSAVV = IX 
KGO = O 

34 RF(J) = RFCJ) + STEP 
IP = IP + l 
CALL DRivERCNREPNtYRARL,SVARL> 
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NREPL = NREPN 
CALL OUTPUT<YBARLtSVARL,NREPL,ICNT> 
BSL = CYBAR~N-VBARL> I CSAVECJ>-RFCJ> 
IFCYBARL.LT.YRARMN> GO TO 67 
IFCKGO .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 1050 
KGO = 1 
RF CJ) = SAVE CJ) 
STEP = -STEP 
IX = IXSAVV 
GO TO 34 

67 CALL ZTEST<YBARMN,YBARL,SVARMNtSVARLtNREPMN,NREPL,NSIG> 
IFCNSIG .EQo l> NZ = 0 
YBARMN = VBARL 
SVARMN = SVARL 
NREPMN = NREPL 
SAVf CJ) = RF(J) 

c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

IF NEW POINT IS MORE COSTLY THAN LAST MINIMUM, ON AN 
ABSOLUTE BASIS, SEARCH IS MOVED TO NEXT DECISION VARIABLE 

IF NEw POINT IS LESS COSTLY THAN LAST MINIMUM, THIS NEW POINT 
REPLACES THE EXISTING MINIMUM, EVEN IF REDUCTION IS 
NOT SIGNIFICANT 

IF THE REDUCTION IS NOT SIGNIFICANT,THE SEARCH IS MOVED TO THE 
NEXT DECISION VARIABLE AFTER UPOATING THE MINIMUM POINT 

IF THE REDUCTION IS SIGNIFICANT• THE SEARCH CONTINUES ON THE SAME 
DECISION VARIABLE 

********************************************************************** 
22 CALL DETREPCSVARMN,NREPMN,NREPN,NOKAY> 

IF< NOKAY.EQ.O ) GO TO 1000 
IF <NREPN.LT.2> NREPN = 2 
Rf CJ) = RF(J) - <CR*NREPN/BSL> * KACCEL 

2711 IP = IP + 1 
CALL OPIVER<NREPN,YBARLtSVARL) 
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NREPL = NREPN 
CALL OUTPUT(YRARL,SVARL,NREPLtICNT> 

c *****~***********************************************~*******~~****#** 
C TEST FOR ABSOLUTE REDUCTION IN MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS 
c ********************************************************************** 

IF<YBARL.GToYAARMN> GO TO 88 
c ********************************************************************** 
C TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS 
c ********************************************************************** 

CALL ZTESTCYBARMN,YBARLtSVAKMN,SVARLtNREPMN,NREPLtNSIG> 
BSL = CYBARMN-YSARL> I CSAVE<J>-RFCJ> > 
YBARMN = YBARL 
SVARMN = SVARL 
NREPMN = NREPL 
SAVE(J) = RF<J> 
If CNSIGeEGcO) GO TO 88 
NZ = 0 

c ********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

IF APPLICABLE, ADVANCE ACCELERATION STEP MULTIPLIER 
IACC = l IMPLIES NO ACCELERATION STEP 
IACC = 2 IMPLIES CONSERVATIVE ACCELERATION STEP 
IACC = 3 IMPLIES LIBERAL ACCELERATION STEP 

********************************************************************** 
GO TO (22,322,422>~IACC 

322 KACCEL = KACCEL ~ l 
GO TO 22 

422 KACCEL = KACCEL * 2 
GO TO 22 

c ********************************************************************~* 
C CHECK FOR MX SUCCESSIVE Z~TESTS INSIGNIFICANT 
c ********************************************************************** 

88 NZ = NZ + 1 
Rf (J) = SAVE<J> 
IF<NZ.EQeMX> GO TO 1050 

c ********************************************************************** 
C MOVE SEARCH TO NEXT DECISION VARIABLE 
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C *******~~**~~*********~****************************~*************O**** 

c 
c 

2909 KACCEL = 0 
IF<J.EQ&MX> GO TO 66 
J = J + 1 
GO TO 33 

66 J = 1 
GO TO 33 

1050 WRITEC6t871) 
GO TO 1000 

871 FORMATClHO•' <•937<'-'>•' END OF SEARCH •t37<•-•>t•>t) 
101 FORMAT<lHl> 

END 

SUBROUTINE DETREP CSVLAST,NRLAST,NRNEWtNOKAY) 
c *******~************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS REQUIRED 
AT NEXT POINT IN SEARCH 
************************~**************************************~~***** 
SVLAST~--SAMPLE VARIANCE AT LAST POINT 
NRLAST~--NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS REQUIRED AT LAST POINT 
NRNEW---NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS AT NEW POINT 
NOKAY---POINTER DENOTING IF NUMBER DETERMINED IS FEASIBLE 

<O , 1> I~PLIES <NO , YES> RESPECTIVELY 
RTS---ARRAY CONTAINING UNIQUE R~AL ROOTS OF CUBIC EQUATION 
ZALPHA---TABULATEO Z~VALUE FOR ALPHA LEVEL 
ZBETA---TABULATED Z-VALUE FOR BETA LEVEL 
CR--=COST PER REPLICATION 
Q,R---STANDARD COEFFICIENTS OF CUBIC EQUATION 

********************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION Q,R 
DOUBLE PRECISION SAVE9RF 
COMMON/BLKA/RF<20),FSTEPC20>•SAVE<20),MX,NREPOOtIP,IACC 
COMMON/BLKB/WIDTH,JX9IXSAVE,lALPHA,ZBETAtCR,CASENM<40),0TCOST 
DIMENSION RTS<3> 
NOKAY = 1 
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c 
NBIG = 90000000 

THETA = SVLAST*<ZALPHA+ZBETA>**2 
R = <-THETA)/(CR**2> 
Q = R/NRLAST 

c ********************************************************************** 
C SOLVE CORRESPONDING CUBIC EQUATION 
c ********************************************************************** 

CALL CUBICrQ,R,RTS,NRTS> 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 

c 

DETERMINE SMALLEST POSITIVE ROQT,IF POSSIBLE. 
THIS ROOT WILL BE ROUNDED UP~ARD TO ARRIVE AT NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS 
***********************************************************~********** 

NRNEW = NBIG 
DO 25 K = ltNRTS 
NROUND = RTS<K> + 1. 
IFCRTS<K>.GTcOe .AND. NROUNO.LT.NRNEW> NRNEW = NROUNO 

25 CONTINUE 

IFCNRNEWaLToNBIG> GO TO 50 
c **~******************************************************************* 
C NO FEASIBLE NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS CAN BE FOUND 
c ********~************************************************************* 

c 
c 

~RITE(6,777> CASENM 
777 FORMAT<lHl//lHO,t ****** 

l '••e•••••''20A4> 
NOKAY = 0 

50 RETURN 
END 

NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS INFEASIBLE '' 

SU~ROUTINE CUAIC(Q,R,RTStNRTS> 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 

ROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE UNIQUE REAL ROOTS OF A CUBIC EQUATION 
. GENERAL FORM: <X>**3 + G*X + R = 0 
********************************************************************** 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

RTS---ARRAY CONTAINING ALL UNIQUE HEAL 
NRTS---NUMBER OF UNIQUE REAL' ROOTS 
Q9R--•COEFFICIENTS IN ABOVE EQUATION 
H (+,o,-> IMPLIES <1•2•3> UNIQU~ REAL 

ROOTS 

ROOTS,RESPECTIVELY 
c ********************************************************************** 

DOUBLE PRECISION Q,R,H 
DIMENSION RTS<3> 
H = CQ•Q*Q)/27.00 + <R*R)/4.DO 
EPl = (1./3.> 
EP2 = <3.12. > 
IF<H> 90t70t70 

70 Pl = -R/2. + DSQRT(H) 
P2 = -R/2. - OSQRT<H> 
Cl = <ABS<Pl>>**EPl 
C2 = CABSCP2>>**EP1 
A = SIGNCCltPl> 
B = SIGN<C2,P2) 
IF<H.EQe O.ODO> GO TO 75 

c ********************************************************************** 
C ONE UNIQUE REAL ROOT 
c ********************************************************************** 

NRTS = 1 
RTS (1 > :: A + B 
RETURN 

c ********************************************************************** 
C TWO UNIQUE REAL ROOTS 
c ********************************************************************** 

75 NRTS = 2 
RTS < l > = A + R 
RTSC2> = <A + B> I <-20) 
RETURN 

c ********************************************************************** 
C THREE UNIQUE REAL ROOTS 
C *************************************************************O******** 

90 NRTS = 3 
RHO= ((-~)**EP2> I SQRT<27o) 
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c 
c 

P2 = R/RH0/2. 
PI = 3.,141593 
THETA = ARCOSCP2> 
RTSCl> = C-2.*RHO**EPl>*COSC<THETA)/3e> 
RTSC2> = C-2.*RHO**EPl)*COSC<THETA + 2e*PI)/3.) 
RTSC3) = <-2.*RHO**EPl>*COSCCTHETA + 4.*PI)/3$) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE ZTESTCYAARl,YBAR2•SVARl,SVAR2,NREPl9NREP2,NSIG) 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE TO TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
MEANS WHERE THE DIFFERENCE IS ASSUMED TO BE DISTRIBUTED 
AS THE STANDARD NORMAL PDF 
*********~********************************************~********~****** 
NSIG~--POINTER DENOTING RESULT OF SIGNIFI-CANCE TEST 

( 0 IMPLIES NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERE~CE) 
C 1 IMPLIES SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE> 

Al9A2oA3---INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES FOR COMPUTING Z-TEST STATISTIC 
TESTST---COMPUTED VALUE OF Z-TEST STATISTIC 
ZALPHA-~-TABULATED Z~VALUE FOR ALPHA LEVEL 
NREPl---NUMBER OF REPLICSG AT LAST MINIMUM 
NREP2~--NUMBER OF REPLICSo TAKEN AT POINT UNDER EXAMINATION 
YBARl---SA~PLE MEAN AT LAST MINIMUM 
YBAR2--~SAMPLE MEAN AT POINT UNDER EXAMINATION 
SVARl-=-SAMPLE VARIANCE AT LAST MINIMUM 
SVAR2~--SA~PLE VARIANCE AT POINT UNDER EXAMINATION 

********************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION SAVE9RF,YBARltYBAR2 
COMMON/BLKA/RF<20),FSTEPC20)9SAVEC20>tMX,NREP009IP,IACC 
COMMON/BLKB/WIDTH,IXtIXSAVE,ZALPHA,ZBETA,CR,CASENM(40),0TCOST 
NSIG =- 1 

c *******************************************************************~*~ 
C COMPUTE TEST STATISTIC 
c ********************************************************************** 
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Al = ( lo/NREPl + l./NREP2) 
A2 = NREPl + NREP2 - 2 
A3 = SVARl*<NREPl-1> ~ SVAR2*CNREP2-l> 
TESTST = CYBAR1-YBAR2> I SQRTCAl*A3/A2> 

c ********************************************************************** 
C TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SAMPLE MEANS 
c ********************************************************************** 

c 
c 

IF<TESTSToGE.ZALPHA) GO TO 30 
NSIG = 0 

30 RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE INPUT 
c ****************~************************************************~**** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

ROUTINE TO READ INPUT DATA FOR EACH CASE 
*~**************~***************************************************~* 
MX--~NUMBER OF DECISION VARIABLES 
NREPOO~--NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS AT STARTING POINT 
xx-~-RANDOM NUMBER SEED 
IACC~-~ACC~LERATION STEP SELECTOR 
RF<I>-~-VALUE OF <I>TH DECISION VARIABLE AT STARTING POINT 
FSTEP<I>--·USER SPECIFIED FIRST STEP FROM STARTING POINT 

FOR <I>TH DECISION VARIABLE 
ZALPHA-~~TABULATED Z=VALUE FOR ALPHA LEVEL 
ZBETA-=-TABULATED z~vALUE FOR BETA LEVEL 
CR---cosr PER REPLICATION 
WIOTH-=-RANGE OF DOMAIN OF UNIFORM PDF CENTERED ABOUT THE ORIGIN 
CASENM=~=CASE DESCRIPTION 
*************************************************************~******** 

DOUBLE PRECISION SAVE,RF 
COMMON/BLKA/RFC20)9FSTEPC20>,SAVEC20)9MX,NREPQO,IP,IACC 
COMMON/RLKB/WIDTH,JX,IXSAVE,ZALPHA,ZBETA,CR,CASENM(4Q),OTCOST 

c ~********~************************************************************ 
C READ ABOVE DATA ITEMS 
c ********************************************************************** 
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READ<S,459END=999) CASENM 
READCS,10> MXtNREPOOtlX9IACC 
READ(5920) <RF<I>•I=l,MX) 
READ<5t20> (FSTEP<I>,I=ltMX> 
REAO(S,20> ZALPHAtZBETAtCR 
IXSAVE = IX 
RETURN 

c ********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 

WHEN NO MORE CASES CAN SE FOUND• END OF JOB MESSAGE IS 
WRITTEN AND PROGRAM EXECUTION IS TERMINATED 

********************************************************************** 
999 WRITE(6,339> 

STOP 
lO FORMAT<4IlO> 
20 FORMAT<8FlO.O> 
45 FORMAT(20A4> 

339 FORMAT<lHl/lHO,JX9'***** NORMAL END OF JOB *****e) 
END 
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c ****************************************************************~***** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

MODULE II -- TEST STATISTIC T-DISTRIBUTED 

*******************************************************************~** 
********************************************************************** 

MAIN PROGRAM FOR CONDUCTING A SECTIONING SEARCH WHERE THE 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AT EACH POINT IN THE SEARCH MUST 
BE EVALUATED THROUGH SIMULATION 
***~***************************************************************~** 

MX---NuMBER OF DECISION VARIABLES 
NREPOO---NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS AT STARTING POINT 
IP=--NUMBER OF POINT BEING EVALUATED 
IACC--=ACCELERATION STEP SELECTOR 
J--NUMBER OF THE DECISION VARIABLE BEING SEARCHED 
RF<J>=-~VALUE OF (J)TH DECISION VARIABLE AT STARTING POINT 

ANO AT POINT BEING EVALUATED 
FSTEP<J)-~-USER SPECIFIED FIRSY STEP FROM STARTING POINT 

FOR (J)TH DECISION VARIABLE 
SAVE<J>--=VALUE OF (J)TH DECISION VARIABLE AT LAST MINIMUM POINT 
YBARMN~~SAMPLE MEAN OF MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS AT LAST MINIMUM 
SVARMN-=SAMPLE VARIANCE OF MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS AT LAST MINIMUM 
NREPMN-=NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS TAKEN AT LAST MINIMUM 
Y0ARL---SAMPLE MEAN OF MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS Ai 

LAST POINT EVALUATED 
SVARL=--SAMPLE VARIANCE OF MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS AT 

LAST POINT EVAL~ATED 
NREPL-=-NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS TAKEN AT LAST POINT EVALUATED 
NSIG~~-POINTER DENOTING RESULT OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST 

( 1 IMPLIES SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE> 
( O IMPLIES NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE) 

NIT--NUMBER OF INSIGNIFICANT T~TESTS 
ITTEST---SWITCH DENOTING WHICH T-TEST STATISTIC TO BE EMPLOYED 

( 0 IMPLIES EQUAL VARIANCES ASSUMED > 
( 1 IMPLIES UNEQUAL VARIANCES ASSUMED> 

CR---COST PER REPLICATION 

....... 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

KACCEL---ACCELERATION STEP MULTIPLIER 
NOKAY~--POINTER DENOTING IF NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS DETERMINED 

FOR NF.XT POINT IS INFEASIBLE 
(0 , l> IMPLIES <NO ' Y~S> RESPECTIVELY 

C ********O************************************************************* 
DOUBLE PRECISION BSL,SAVE,RF•YBARMNtYBARL,STEP 
COMMON/BLKA/RF(20>,FSTEPC20)•SAVEC20)tMX,NREPOOtIP•IACC 
COMMON/BLKB/WIOTHtlX•IXSAVEtTALPHAC120>tZBETA,cR,CASENMC40),0TCOST 

c ********************************************************************** 
C READ CASE INPUT DATA 
c ********************************************************************** 

1000 CALL INPUT 
ICNT = O 
WRITE<6tl01> 

c ********************************************************************** 
C SIMULATE AT USER SPECIFIED STARTING POINT 
c ********************************************************************** 

NREPMN = NREPOO 
DO 6 II = ltMX 

6 SAVECII> = RFCII> 
IP = 1 
CALL DRIVER<NREPMNtYHARMNtSVARMN) 
CALL OUTPUTCYBARMN,SVARMNtNREPMN,ICNT) 
J = 1 
NIT = 0 

c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 

TAKE USER SPECIFIED STEP FROM MINIMUM POINT TO ESTIMATE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COST AND DECISION VARIABLE UNDER STUDY 

********************************************************************** 
33 KACCEL = 1 

CALL OETREP<SVARMNtNREPMNtNREPNtNOKAY) 
IF< NOKAY.EQ.O > GO TO 1000 
IF <NREPN.LT.2> NREPN = 2 
STEP = FSTEP<J> 
IXSAVV = IX 
KGO = O 
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34 RF<J> = RF<J> + STEP 
IP = IP + 1 
CALL DRIVER<NREPN,YAARLtSVARL> 
NREPL = NREPN 
CALL OUTPUT<YAARL,SVARLtNREPLtlCNT> 
BSL = <YBARMN-YBARL> I <SAVE<J>-Rf (J) 
IF<YBARLoLT.YBARMN> GO TO 67 
IF<KGO .EQ. l ) GO TO 1050 
KGO = 1 
RF(J) = SAVE(J) 
STEP = -STEP 
IX = IXSAV\J 
GO TO 34 

67 £ALL FTEST<SVARMNtSVARL,NREPMN,NREPL9ITTEST> 
CALL TTEST<YBARMN~YBARL,SVARMN,SVARLtNREPMN,NREPLtNSIG,ITTEST> 
IF <NSIG eEQe l> NIT = 0 
YBARMN = YBARL 
SVARMN = SVARL 
NREPMN = NREPL 
SAVE(J) = RF(J) 

c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

IF NEW POINT IS MORE COSTLY THAN LAST MINIMUM, ON AN 
ABSOLUTE BASIS, SEARCH IS MOVED TO NEXT DECISION VARIABLE 

IF NEW POINT IS LESS COSTLY THAN LAST MINIMUM, THIS NEW POINT 
REPLAC~S THE EXISTING MINIMUM, EVEN IF REDUCTION IS 
NOT SIGNIFICANT 

IF THE REDUCTION IS NOT SIGNIFICANT,THE SEARCH IS MOVED TO THE 
NEXT DECISION VARIABLE AFTER UPDATING THE MINIMUM POINT 

IF THE REDUCTION IS SIGNIFICANT• THE SEARCH CONTINUES ON THE SAME 
DECISION VARIABLE 

********************************************************************** 
22 CALL DETREP<SVARMN,NREPMN,NREPN,NOKAY) 

IF< NOKAY.EQ.O ) GO TO 1000 
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IF <NREPNoLT.2> NREPN = 2 
RF(J) = RFCJ) - CCR*NREPN/BSL> * KACCEL 

2711 IP = IP + 1 
CALL DRIVE~<NREPN,YBARL,SVARL> 

NREPL = NREPN 
CALL OUTPUTCYBARL,SVARL,NREPL,ICNT> 

c ********************************************************************** 
C TEST FOR ABSOLUTE REDUCTION IN MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS 
c ********************************************************************** 

IFCYBARL.GT.YBARMN) GO TO 88 
c ********************************************************************** 
C TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS 
c ********************************************************************** 

CALL FTESTCSVARMNtSVARL,NREPMN,NREPL,ITTEST> 
CALL TTESTCYBARMN,YBARL,SVARMN,SVARL,NREPMN,NREPL,NSIGtITTEST> 
BSL = <YBARMN-YBARL> I CSAVE<J>-RFCJ> > 
YBARMN = YBARL 
SVARMN = SVARL 
NREPMN = NREPL 
SAVECJ) = RF(J) 
IFCNSIG.EQ.0) GO TO 88 
NIT = O 

c ********************************************************************** 
C IF APPLICABLE, ADVANCE ACCELERATION STEP MULTIPLIER 
C IACC = 1 IMPLIES NO ACCELERATION STEP 
C IACC = 2 IMPLIES CONSERVATIVE ACCELERATION STEP 
C IACC = 3 !~PLIES LIRERAL ACCELERATION STEP 
c ********************************************************************** 

GO TO C22,322,422)t!ACC 
322 KACCEL = KACCEL + 1 

GO TO 22 
422 KACCEL = KACCEL * 2 

GO TO 22 
c ********************************************************************** 
C CHECK FOR MX SUCCESSIVE T-TESTS INSIGNIFICANT 
c ********************************************************************** 

......, ......, 



88 NIT = NIT + l 
RF<J> = SAVE<~J> 
IF<NIT.EQ.MX) GO TO 1050 

c **********************************~*********************************** 
C MOVE SEARCH TO NEXT DECISION VARIABLE 
c ********************************************************************** 

2909 KACCEL = O 
IF<J.EQ.MX> GO TO 66 
J = J + 1 

c 
c 

GO TO 33 
66 J = 1 

GO TO 33 
1050 WRITE<6t871) 

GO TO 1000 
871 FORMAT C lHO, • <' ,37 ( •-• >,' END OF SEARCH t t37 < •-• > t '>• > 
101 FORMAT <lHl> 

END 

SUBROUTINE DETREP <SVLASTtNRLASTtNRNEWtNOKAY) 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS REQUIRED 
AT NEXT POINT IN SEARCH. 
VIA ITERATION, NORMAL APPROXIMATION OF BETA IS SOLVEO-
IMPLICITLY FOR REQUIRED NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS. 
NUMBER CHOSEN IS SUCH THAT THE ACTUAL BETA ERROR FOR 
THE TEST IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE SPECIFIED VALUE 
OF BETA. 

********************************************************************** 
SVLAST---SAMPLE VARIANCE AT LAST POINT 
NRLAST---NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS REQUIRED AT LAST 
NRNEW---NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS AT NEw POINT 
NOKAY---POINTER DENOTING IF NUMBER DETERMINED IS 

<O , l> IMPLIES CNO t YES> RESPECTIVELY 
NDF---OEGREES OF FREEDOM 
TABT---CORRESPONOING T<l-ALPHA> VALU£ 

POINT 

FEASIBLE 

...... 
CX> 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

ZBETA---TABULATEO Z-VALUE FOR B~TA LEVEL 
ANUMER---NUMERATOR OF EQUATION FOR Z<l-BETA> 
DENOMR---DENOMINATOR OF EQUATION FOR Z<l-BETA> 
ZBTRY---TRIAL VALUE OF Z<l-BETA> 
NACC---ACCELERATION STEP USED IN APPROACHING SOLUTIO~ 
CR---COST PER Rf.?LICATION 
ICOUNT---ITERATION COUNTER 

c ********************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION SAVEtRF 
COMMON/BLKA/RF<20>1FSTEP<20>tSAVE(20)1MX1NREPOOtlPtlACC 
COMMON/BLKB/WIOTH1IX1IXSAVE1TALPHA<l20>1ZBETA1CRtCASENM(40)1DTCOST 
NOKAY = l 
!COUNT = O 
NRNEW = l 
NACC = l 

c ********************************************************************** 
C BEGIN ITERATIVE PROCESS 
c ********************************************************************** 

50 ICOUNT = ICOUNT + l 
IF<ICOUNT.GT.400> GO TO 9999 
NRNEW = NRNEW + NACC 
NDF = NRNEW + NRLAST - 2 

c ********************************************************************** 
C FIND CORRESPONDING T<l-ALPHA> VALUE 
c ********************************************************************** 

CALL TTABLE<NDftTABT> 
c ********************************************************************** 
C SOLVE FOR TRIAL VALUE OF Z<l-BETA> 
c ********************************************************************** 

ANUMER=NRNEw*CR/SQRT< SVLAST*<l./NRLAST + le/NRNEW) ) -TABT 
DENOMR=SQRT<l. + <TABT**2> I (2*NOF> > 
ZBTRY = ANUMER I OENOMR 

c ********************************************************************** 
C CHECK STATUS OF SOLUTION 
c ********************************************************************** 

IF<ZBTRY-ZRETAl 70,4,66 

...... 
'° 



66 IF<NACC .EQ. l> GO TO 4 
NACC = 1 
NRNEW = NSAVE 
GO TO 50 

70 NACC = 2*NACC 
NSAVE = NRNEW 
GO TO SO 

c ********************************************************************** 
C NO FEASIBLE NUMRER Of REPLICATIONS CAN BE FOUND 
c ********************************************************************** 

9999 WRITE<6•777> CASENM 

c 
c 

777 FORMAT<lHl//lHO,• ****** NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS INFEASIBLE '• 
1 '••••••••'•20A4/1H ,S2Xt20A4) 

NOKAY = 0 
4 RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE TTESTCYBAPltYBAR2tSVARltSVAR2tNREPltNREP2tNSIGtITTEST> 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE TO TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
MEANS WHERE THE TEST STATISTIC IS ASSUMED TO BE T-DISTRIBUTED 

********************************************************************** 
ITTEST---SWITCH DENOTING WHICH T-TEST STATISTIC TO BE EMPLOYED 

< 0 IMPLIES EQUAL VARIANC~S ASSUMED > 
< 1 IMPLIES UNcQUAL VARIANCE$ ASSUMED> 

NSIG---POINTER DENOTING RESULT OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST 
< 0 IMPLIES NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE> 
( 1 IMPLIES SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE> 

NOF---DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
TALPHACNDF>---T<l-ALPHA) VALUE CORRESPONDING TO GIVEN O.F. 
TESTST---COMPUTED VALUE OF T-TEST STATISTIC 
TABT---T<l-ALPHA> VALUE USED IN TEST 
NREPl---NUMBER OF REPLICS. AT LAST MINIMUM 
NREP2---NUMBER OF REPLICS. TAKEN AT POINT UNDER EXAMINATION 
YBARl---SAMPLE MEAN AT LAST MINIMUM 

CX> 
0 



c 
c 
c 

YBAR2---SAMPLE MEAN AT POINT UNDER EXAMINATION 
SVARl---SAMPLE VARIANCE AT LAST MINIMUM 
SVAR2---SAMPLE VARIANCE AT POINT UNDER EXAMINATION 

c ********************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION SAVE,RF,YBAR1.Y8AR2 
COMMON/BLKA/RFC20),FSTEP<20)•SAVE<20>,MX,NREPOQ,JP•IACC 
COMMON/BLKB/WIOTH,JX,IXSAVE,TALPHA<l20>,ZBETA•CR,CASENM(40),0TCOST 
NSIG = 1 

c ********************************************************~************* 
C CHECK TO ~EE WHICH T-STATISTIC TO EMPLOY 
c ********************************************************************** 

IF<ITTEST .EQ. l> GO TO 45 
c ********************************************************************** 
C COMPUTE TEST STATISTIC ASSUMING EQUAL VARIANCES 
c ********************************************************************** 

NDF = NREPl + NREP2 - 2 
Al = ( l./NREPl + l./NREP2> 
A2 = NDF 
A3 = SVARl*CNREPl-1> + SVAR2*CNREP2-l> 
TESTST = (Y8AR1-YBAR2) I SQRT<Al*A3/A2) 
CALL TTABLECNDf,TA8T) 
GO TO 95 

c ********************************************************************** 
C COMPUTE TEST STATISTIC ASSUMING UNEQUAL VARIANCES 
c ********************************************************************** 

45 Wl = SVARl/NREPl 
W2 = SVAR2/NREP2 
TESTST = CYBAR1-YBAR2) I SQRTCWl + W2> 
NDFl = NREPl - 1 
NDF2 = NREP2 - 1 
CALL TTABLECNDfl,TABTl> 
CALL TTABLE<NDF2•TABT2> 
TABT = CWl*TABTl + W2*TABT2) I <Wl+W2> 

c ********************************************************************** 
C TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SAMPLE MEANS 
c ********************************************************************** 

00 __, 



c 
c 

95 IFCTESTST.GE.TABT> GO TO 30 
NSIG = 0 

30 RETURN 
ENO 

SUBROUTINE FTESTCSVARltSVAR2tNREPltNREP2tITTEST> 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE TO TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEE~ VARIANCES. 
OUTCOME WILL DETERMINE WHICH T-STATISTIC TO E~PLOY 
IN COMPARISON OF MEANS. 

********************************************************************** 
ITTEST---SWITCH DENOTING WHICH T-TEST STATISTIC TO BE EMPLOYED 

C 0 IMPLIES EQUAL VARIANCES ASSUMED ) 
( 1 IMPLIES UNEQUAL VARlANCES ASSUMED> 

TESTST---COMPUTED VALUE OF F-TEST STATISTIC 
<RATIO OF LARGER SAMPLE VARIANCE TO SMALLER> 

NREPl---NUMBER OF REPLICS. AT LAST MINIMUM 
NREP2---NUMBER OF REPLICS. TAKEN AT POINT UNDER EXAMINATION 
SVARl---SAMPLE VARIANCE AT LAST MINIMUM 
SVAR2---SAMPLE VARIANCE AT POINT UNDER EXAMINATION 

********************************************************************** 
ITTEST = 0 
NOFl = NREPl - 1 
NOf 2 = NREP2 - 1 

c ********************************************************************** 
C COMPUTE F-TEST STATISTI~ 
c ********************************************************************** 

IF<SVARl .LT. SVAR2) GO TO 70 
TESTST = SVAR1/SVAR2 
CALL FTABLE<NDFltNDF2tTABF) 
GO TO 66 

70 TESTST = SVAR2/SVAR1 
CALL FTABLE<NDF2tNDFltTABF> 

c ********************************************************************** 
C COMPARE WITH TAAULATED VALUE 

CX> 
N 



c ***************~****************************************************** 

c 
c 

66 IF<TESTST .LTe TABF> GO TO 50 
ITTE.ST = l 

50 RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TTABLE<NDFtTABT> 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE TO YIELD THE T<l-ALPHA) VALUE, GIVEN THE DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM. FOR A GIVEN <ALPHA> LEVEL, TABULATED VALUES OF 
Tel-ALPHA> ARE READ IN ON INPUT FOR SELECTED DEGREES OF FREEDOM. 
THOSE VALUES NOT READ ON INPUT ARE ARRIVED AT VIA 
INTERPOLATION, IF NEEDED 

********************************************************************** 
NOF---DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
TALPHA(NOF>---T<l-ALPHA) VALUE CORRESPONDING TO GIVEN 
NL---D.F. OF NEXT LOWER T<l-ALPHA) VALUE AVAILABLE 

FOR USE IN INTERPOLATION 
NU---D.F. OF NEXT HIGHER T<l-ALPHA) VALUE AVAILABLE 

FOR USE IN IN~ERPOLATION 
TABT---T<l-ALPHA> VALUE SELECTED AND RETURNED 

O.F. 

********************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION SAV[tRF 
COMMON/BLKA/RF(20),FSTEP(20),SAVE<20>tMXtNREPOO,IPtIACC 
COMMON/BLKB/WIOTHtIXtlXSAVEtlALPHA<l20),ZBETAtCRtCASENM(40),0TCOST 

c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 

IF D.F. GREATER THAN 120 , S~LECT T<l-ALPHA) VALUE 
FOR O.F. = 120 

********************************************************************** 
IF<NDF .GT. 120) GO TO 60 

c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 

IF TCl-ALPHA) VALUE IS ALREADY AVAILABLEt RETURN WITH 
VALUE IM~EDIATELY 

********************************************************************** 
IF<TALPHA<NDF> .c:JT • • OOOU GO TO 75 

00 w 



c *************~******************************************************~~ c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

VIA INTERPOLATION, SOLVE FOR T<l-ALPHA) VALUE AND SAVE 
FOR POSSIBLE USE AGAIN 

********************************************************************** 
NL = NOF 

40 NL = NL - 1 
IF<TALPHA<NL>.LT •• 0001) GO TO 40 
NU = NDF 

50 NU = NU + 1 
IF<TALPHACNU>.LT .0001) GO TO 50 
TALPHA<NDF> = TALPHA<NL) + <NDF-NL) * <TALPHA<NU>-TALPHA(NL>> 

1 I <NU-NU 
75 TABT = TALPHA<NDF> 

RETURN 
60 TABT = TALPHA<l20> 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FTABLE<NDfltNDF2,FTAB> 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE F<l-ALPHA> VALUE GIVEN 
THE ASSOCIATED DEGREES OF FREEDOM ANO THE ALPHA LEVEL. 

********************************************************************** 
NOFl---NUMERATOR DEGREES Of FREEDOM 
NOF2---DENOMINATOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FTAB---TABULATED F<l-ALPHA> VALUE 
ALPHA---UPPER TAIL ALPHA LEVEL 

********************************************************************** 
IEV = NDF2-<NDF2/2)*c 
IF<IEV.NE.l> GO TO 7 
IINT = -1 
ANU2 = NDF2-l 
GO TO 8 

7 ANU2 = NDF2 
8 ANUl = NDFl 

co 
~ 



c 
c 

ALPHA = 0025 
ACC = .00001 

300 OELT = 1. 
FTAB = 1. 
BJ = ANUl/2. 

200 FTAB = FTAB + OELT 
X = A~U2/(ANU?.+ANUl*FTAB> 
Nl = ANU2/2. -1. 
FACT = <ANUl/2.> 
SUM = X*FACT+l. 
00 1 J=2tNl 
AJ = J • l 
FACT = FACT*<ANU1+2.*AJ)/(2.+2.*AJ) 

1 SUM = SUM+(X**J>*FACT 
SUM= 1.-<<l.~X>**BJ>*SUM 
IF<ABSCSUM-ALPHA).LE.ACC> GO TO 100 
IFCSUM.LT.ALPHA> GO TO 2 
IF<DELT.GT.O.) GO TO 200 
OELT = -DELT/2. 
GO TO 200 

2 IF<DELT.LT.O.> GO TO 200 
DELT = -DELT 
GO TO 200 

100 IF<IEV.t-1E.U RETURN 
IF<IINT .NE. -1> GO TO 40 
FTABA = FTAB 
ANU2 = NDF2 + 1 
IINT = +l 
GO TO 300 

40 FTAB = <FTABA+FTAB)/2. 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE INPUT 
c ********************************************************~************* 

00 
U'1 



C ROUTINE TO READ INPUT DATA FOR EACH CASE 
c ********************************************************************** 
C MX---NUMBER OF DECISION VARIA~LES 
C NAEPOO---NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS AT STARTING POINT 
C IX---RANOOM NUMBER SEED 
C IACC---ACCELERATION STEP SELECTOR 
C RF<I>-·-VALUE OF <I>TH DECISION VARIABLE AT STARTING POINT 
C FSTEP<I>---USER SPECIFIED FIRST STEP FROM STARTING POINT 
C FOR <I>TH DECISION VARIABLE 
C NDF---DEGREES OF FREEDO~ 
C TALPHA<NDF>---T<l-ALPHA> VALUE CORRESPONDING TO GIVEN O.F. 
C ZBETA·--TABULATEO Z-VALUE FOR BETA LEVEL 
c CR---COST PER REPLICATION 
C WIDTH---RANGE OF DOMAIN OF UNIFORM PDF CENTERED ABOUT THE ORIGIN 
C CASENM---CASE DESCRIPTION 
c ********************************************************************** 

DOUBLE PRECISION SAVEtRF 
COMMON/BLKA/RFC20)tFSTEP<20)tSAVEC20>tMXtNREPOOtIPtIACC 

·coMMON/BLKB/WIDTH,IX,IXSAVEtTALPHAC120)tZBETAtCR,CASENMC40)t0TCOST 
c ********************************************************************** 
C READ ABOVE DATA ITEMS 
c ********************************************************************** 

READcs,4s,END=999) CASENM 
READCS,10> MX,NREPOOtIXtIACC 
REAO(S,20) <RFCI>•I=l,MX> 
REAO(S,20> CFSTEP<I>•I=ltMX> 
RE~DC5t21> ZBETAtCR 
DO 1 I = ltl20 

1 TALPHA<I> = o.o 
REAOCS,88) CTALPHA<J)•J=ltl5>tTALPHAC20)tTALPHAC25>tTALPHAC30)t 

1 TALPHAC40),TALPHA(60),TALPHA<l20)-
IXSAVE = IX 
RETURN 

c ********************************************************************** c 
c WHEN NO MORE CASES CAN BE FOUND• END OF JOB MESSAGE IS 

WRITTEN AND PROGRAM EXECUTION IS TERMINATED 

00 
°' 



c *************************************************************•******** 
999 WRITE<6,339> 

STOP 
10 FORMAT<4Il0) 
20 FORMAT<SFlO.O> 
21 FORMAT<lOX,7FlO.O> 
45 FORMAT<20A4> 
88 FORMAT<lOFH.O> 

339 FORMAT<lHl/lH0,3X•'***** NORMAL END OF JOB *****') 
ENO 

CX> 
'-I 



c ****************~****************************************~*********~** c 
C ROUTINES CO~MON TO BOTH MODULE I ~ MODULE II 
c 
c ······················••********************************************** 

SUBROUTINE ORIVERCN~EPtYBARtSVAR> 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 

ROUTINE TO DRIVE THE SIMULATION AND COMPUTE THE RESULTING STATISTICS 
********************************************************************** 

NREP---NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS 
IV---SWITCH OE~OTING .IF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS TO BE 

EVALUATED WITHOUT RANDOM VARIATIO.N 
CO ' l> IMPLIES CNO , YES> RESPECTIVELY 

COST--COMPUTED VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AT EACH 
REPLICATION OF THE SIMULATION -

DTCOST--•COMPUTED VALUE OF THE OBJECTJVE FUNCTION CORRESPONDING 
TO NO RANDOM VARIATION IN THE DECISION VARIABLES 

YBAR---SAMPLE MEAN . 
SVAR---SAMPLE VARIANCE 

********************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION TOT,TOTSQtCOSTtREP 
DOUBLE PRECISION SAVEtRFtYBAR 
COMMON/BLKA/RF(20)tFSTEP<20>tSAVEC20)tMXtNREPOOtIPtIACC 
COMMON/8LK8/WIOTHtIXtIXSAVEtZALPHAtZBETAtCRtCASENM(40)tDTCOST 
IV = 0 
REP = NREP 
TOT :: 0.000 
TOTSQ = o.ooo 

c ********************************************************************** 
C REPLICATE MODEL SPECIFIED NUMBER OF TIMES 
c ********************************************************************** 

DO 45 J=ltNREP 
CALL MODEL<COSTtIV> 
TOT = TOT + COST 
TOTSQ = TOTSQ + <COST>**2 

45 CONTINUE 

CX> 
CX> 



c ********************************************************************~· 
C COMPUTE STATISTICS <SAMPLE MEAN ~ VARIANCE> 
c ********************************************************************** 

VBAR = TOT/REP 
SVAR = <TOTSQ-CTOT*TOT)/REP> I CREP-l.00-0) 

c ********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

COMPUTE THE DETERMINISTIC COST CORRESPONDING TO NO 
RANDOM VARIATION IN THE DECISION VARIABLES 

********************************************************************** 
IV = l 
CALL MODEL<COST,IV> 
DTCOST = COST 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RANDU<IX,1Y,YFL) 
IY = IX*65539 
IF <IV> S,6,6 

5 IY = IV + 2147483647 + l 
6 VFL = IY 

VFL = YFL*.46566l3E-9 
RETURN 
ENO 

SUBROUTINE GAUSS<IXtStAMtV> 
A = O.O 
DO SO I=l,12 
CALL RANDUCJX,IY,y) 
IX = IY 

50 A = A + V 
V = <A - 6.0> * S + AM 
RETURN 
END 

00 
\0 



SUBROUTINE OUTPUT<YB~R,SVAHt~REPtICNT> 
c ···················•••****************************************~······· c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE TO DISPLAY SYSTEM STATUS AT EACH POINT 
EVALUATED IN THE SEARCH 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CASENM--CASE OESCRIPTIO~ 
Y8AR---SAMPLE MEAN OF M~ASURE Of EFFECTIVENESS AT POINT UNDER STUDY 
SVAR---CORRESPONDING SA~PLE VARIANCE 
NREP---NUMBER OF REPLICs. TAKEN AT POINT 
DTCOST---TRUE EXPECTED VALUE Of OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
MX---NUMBEk OF DECISION VARIABLES 
RF<I>---VALUE OF <I>TH OECISION VARIABLE AT POINT UNDER STUDY 
ICNT---PAGE SKIP CONTROL COUNTER 

********************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION SAVE,RF,YBAR 
COMMON/BLKA/RF<20>tFSTEP<20>tSAVE<?.O>,~X,NREPOO,IPtIACC 
COMMON/BLKB/WIDTH,IXtIXSAVEtZALPHAtZBETA,CR,CASEN~(40)t0TCOST 
IF<ICNT.NE.O> GO TO 70 

c ********************************************************************** 
C SKIP PAGE ANO WRITE HEAUING 
c ********************************************************************** 

WRITE<6t504) 
WRITE<6tSOS> 
WRITE<6tl01> CASEN~ 
WRITE<6t80U CR 
WRITEf6t802) IXSAVE 
IF<IACC .EQ. l> WRITE<6t901> 
IF<IACC .EQ. 2> WRITt(6t902> 
IFCIACC .EQ. 3) WRITE<6t903) 
WRITEC6t505) 
WRITE<6tl08> 
WRITEC6tl07> 
WRITE<6tl02) 
WRITE<6tl03> 

70 ICNT = ICNT + l 
IF<ICNT.EQ.32) ICNT = O 

~ 
0 



c 
c 

WRITE<6t200> IPtOTCOSTtYBARtSVARtNREPt<RF<I>•I=l•~X> 
RETURN 

504 FORMAT<lHl//) 
505 FORMAT<lH t3Xt90('*') ) 
801 FORMAT<lH t4Xt 1 COST/REPLICATION = •,F7.2> 
802 FORMAT<lH t4X,•RANOOM NUMBER SEED = 1 tl7) 
901 FOR~AT<lH t4X,•ACCELERATION MOOE: NONE '> 
902 FORMAT<lH t4Xt•ACCELERATION MOOE: CONSERVATIVE 1 ) 

903 FORMAT<lH t4Xt•ACCELERATION MOOE: LIAEHAL •> 
101 FORMAT( lH t4Xt20A4/1H t4Xt20A4) 
108 FORMAT<lHOt33Xt•AVERAGE•) 
107 FORMAT<lH tl6~,, EXPECTED •t6X,•SIMULATEO•> 
102 FORMAT<lH t6X,•POINT•t 8Xt•COST•,12x,•cosT•,6X•'SAMPLE VAR.•, 

l 3Xt•REPLICS.•tl2Xt•X(l)•,4x,•x<2>• ) 
103 FORMAT(lH+t6X,•~~-'' ex,• ____ •,12x,• ____ .,6Xtll<•-•),3Xt8C•_•), 

l 11Xt2<'------'•2X>I> 
200 FORMAT<lH ,sx,14,5x,F11.2,sx.F11.2,1x,F12.3,5x,16tlOX,sF8.2) 

END 

-SUBROUTINE MODEL<COSTtIV> 
c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE CONTAINING THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL UNDER STUDY 
********************************************************************** 

RF<I>---VALUE OF DECISION VARIABLE <I> 
RVAR---RANDOM VARIATION IN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
IX---RANDOM NUMBER SEED 
WIOTH---RANGE OF DOMAIN OF UNIFORM PDF CENTERED ABOUT THE 
IV---SWITCH DENOTING IF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS TO BE 

EVALUATED WITHOUT RANDOM VARIATION 
<O ' 1) IMPLIES (NO , YES> RESPECTIVELY 

COST---COMPUTED VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

ORIGIN 

********************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION SAVEtRFtCOSl 
COMMON/BLKA/RF<20>tFSTEP<20>tSAVE<20)tMXtNREPOOtlPtIACC 
COMMON/BLKB/WIOTH,IXtIXSAVEtZALPHAtZBETAtC~tCASENM(40)t0TCOST 

ID _, 



C *********************************************************O************ c 
c 
c 

DETERMINE IF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS TO BE EVALUATED 
WITHOUT RANDOM VARIATION 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
RVAR = O.O 
IF(IV.EQ.l) GO TO 55 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C COMPUTE RANDOM VARIATION IN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
c ·························································~············ AM = O.O 

s = 4.0 
CALL GAUSS<IX•StAMtRVAR) c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c 
c 
c 
·c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

COMPUTE OBJECTIV~. FUNCTION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
55 COST = 1.5 *< RF<l>-RF(2) >**2 + .S•( RF(l) + RFC2> - 16. >*•2 

l+ 40. + RVAR 
55 COST = 3.*(RF(l>-8.>**2 + (Rf (2)-8.>**2 + 40. + RVAR 
55 COST= lOO.•(RF<2>-Rf (1)**2>**2 + (l.-RF(l))**2 + RVAR 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE MODEL(TTCOST1IV> c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c 
.c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

ROUTINE FOR EVALUATING AN INVENTORY SYSTEM 
ANALYTICALLY OR VIA SIMUL~TION. 
SYSTEM UNDER STUDY CONCERNS TtiE PURCHASE FOR RESALE OF A 
SINGLE PRODUCT. DEMAND IS POISSON DISTRIBUTED. DEMANDS FOR THE 
PRODUCT WHEN THE SYSTEM IS OUT OF STOCK RESULT IN A LOST SALE. 
DECISION VARIABLES ARE RE-ORDER POINT AND RE-ORDER QUANTITY. 
COSTS INCLUDE CARRYING COSTS, ORDER COSTS, AND LOST SALES COSTS. 
···········~·············~············································ IRP---RE-ORDER POINT 

IRQ---RE-ORDER QUANTITY 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

INVL·--INVENTORY LEVEL 
INDORD---<O , 1) ORDER OUTSTANDING (NO t YES) 
ELTIME---TOTAL ELAPSED TIME SIMULATED 
CRCOST---CARRYING COST 
ORCOST--·ORDER COST 
ORLEAD---PROCUREMENT LE~D TIME 
SLCOST·-·COST PER LOST SALE 
TTCOST--·TOTAL.tOST OF OPERATION 
XLAMB·--LAMOA PARAMETER FOR EXPONENTIAL PROCESS GENERATOR 
IX---~ANDOM NUMBER SEED 
TA---ARRIVAL TIME OF ORDER OUTSTANDING 

c ********************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION SAVEtRFtTTCOST 
COMMON/BLKA/RF<20)tFSTEP<20>~SAVE<20>tMXtNREPOOtIPtIACC 
COMMON/BLKB/WIDTHtIXtIXSAVEtZALPHAtZBETAtCRtCASENM(40)t0TCOST 

c ···········*********************************************************** 
lNDORD = 0 
TO = O. 
TA = 99999. 
XLAMB = 25. 
INVL = 50 
TTCOST = O. 
ORCOST = 300.0 
ORLEAD = .1 
ELTIME = o. 
IRP = RF ( 1) 
IRQ = RF<2> 
CRCOST = 4.166 
SLCOST = 70.00 

c ********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 

CHECK TO SEE IF SOLUTION IS TO BE ARRIVED AT 
ANALYTICALLY OR VIA SIMULATION 

********************************************************************** 
IF<IV .EQ. l> GO TO 711 

c ********************************************************************** 
C GENERATE NEXT DEMAND TIME INTERVAL AND 
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C MOVE CLOCK AHEAD TO THAT EVENT 
c ********************************************************************** 

50 CALL RANDU<IX,IY,YFL> 
IX = IY 
T = <-1./XLAMB> * ALOG(YFL> 
ELTIME = ELTIME + T 
IF<ELTIME .GE. TA> GO TO 70 
GO TO 80 

c ********************************************************************** 
C RECEIVE AN ORDER 
c ********************************************************************** 

70 INOORD = 0 
INVL = INVL + IRQ 

c ********************************************************************** 
C RECORD CARRYING COSTS 
c ********************************************************************** 

80 TTCOST = TTCOST + T*CRCOST*INVL 
IF<ELTIME .GE. TA> GO TO 100 
GO TO 110 

100 TTCOST = TTCOST - IRQ*CTA-TO) * CRCOST 
TA = 99999. 

c ********************************************************************** c 
c 
'C 

CHECK TO SEE IF DEMAND CAN BE MET. 
IF NOTt RECORD LOST SALE COST. 

********************************************************************** 
110 IF<INVL .GT. O> GO TO 10 

TTCOST = TTCOST + SLCOST 
GO TO 20 

10 INVL = INVL - 1 
c ********************************************************************** 
C CHECK TO SEE IF ORDER NFED BE PLACED 
c ********************************************************************** 

20 IFCINVL .LE. IRP) GO TO 30 
GO TO 40 

c ********************************************************************** 
C CHECK TO SEE IF ORDER IS OUTSTANDING 
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c ********************************************************************** 
30 IF<INOORD .EQ. 0) GO TO 200 

GO TO 40 
c ********************************************************************** 
C PLACE ORDER 
c ********************************************************************** 

200 INOORD = l 
TTCOST = TTCOST + ORCOST 
TA = ELTIME + ORLEAD 

40 TO = ELTIME 
c ********************************************************************** 
C CHECK FOR END OF SIMULATED TIME 

IF<ELTIME .GT. 12.) RETURN 
GO TO 50 

c ********************************************************************** 
C SOLVE PROBLEM ANALYTICALLY 
c ********************************************************************** 

777 TAU = ORLEAD/12. 
XLAMl = 12.•XLAMB 
PAR = XLAMl * TAU 
RI = IRP 
P = EXP<-PAR> 
SUM = P 
LRL = IRP - 2 
00 13 J = l,LRL z = J 
P = (PAR/Z) * P 

13 SUM = SUM + P 
SUMl = l. - SUM 
SUMa = 1. - SUM - <PAR/(LRL+l.>>•P 
Q = IRQ 
CYCLE = <Q-Rl*SUM2+PAR*SUM1> I XLAMl 
TTCOST = <ORCOST+SLCOST*<PAR*SUMl•RI*SUM2)+(CRCOST*l2./XLAMl)*Q 

l*((Q/2.>+.5+RI-PAR+PAR*SUM1-RI•SUM2))/CYCLE 
RETURN 
El\JO 
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THE METHOD OF SECTIONING 

WITH APPLICATION TO SIMULATION 

by 

Daniel Brent Huffman 

(ABSTRACT) 

The objective of this investigation is to adapt the standard search 

by sectioning to response surfaces confounded by random error and to 

develop cost related termination criteria for the application thereof. 

Replication is employed at each point of the search in an effort to 

reduce the random error. Of particular concern is the application of 

this procedure to simulation models where the cost of such a search could 

prove to be very expensive. When the response can be expressed in terms 

of cost or profit, the expense incurred by the optimization procedure is 

viewed as a direct charge against any gain revealed. 

The statistical model selected assumes that the measure of 

effectiveness at each point in the search is normally distributed and 

that two adjacent points possess the same, but unknown, variance. The 

expected value at each point is unknown and is estimated by the sample 

mean. A test of hypothesis employing the sample means is employed to 

assess the difference between successive points in the search. Two test 

statistics of known distribution--normal and t--are considered. The 

search is terminated when an economic point of diminishing returns is 

indicated. 

Computerization of the search procedure is discussed and a wide 

range of computational studies are presented using four different test 

functions. 
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